On Thursday 19 March, the European Commission adopted a Temporary Framework to enable Member States to use the full flexibility foreseen under State aid rules to support their economy and help overcome the extremely difficult situation triggered by the Coronavirus outbreak. The Temporary Framework is based on Article 107(3)(b) TFEU and complements other possibilities available to Member States to mitigate the social-economic impact of the coronavirus outbreak in line with EU State aid rules, notably the possibility under Article 107(2)b TFEU to compensate specific companies or specific sectors for the damages directly caused by exceptional occurrences, such as the coronavirus outbreak.

Since the beginning of the coronavirus outbreak, the following State aid measures have been adopted under Article 107(2)b, Article 107(3)b and Article 107(3)c TFEU and under the Temporary Framework.

Amendments were adopted on 3 April, 8 May, 29 June and 13 October 2020 and 28 January and 18 November 2021 extending the scope of the Temporary Framework.

The Temporary Framework will be in place until the end of June 2022 with targeted adjustments.
State Aid Measures adopted under Article 107(2)b TFEU

2022

- 27 July: €215 million German support to compensate Deutsche Bahn for damages suffered by its subsidiaries due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.10322) (press release: IP/22/4726)
- 15 July: €475 million Dutch scheme to support event organisers affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103614) (daily news: MEX/22/4593)
- 27 June: €16 million Dutch scheme to support the fireworks sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101802) (daily news: MEX/22/4193)
- 27 June: €12 million Maltese aid measure to compensate Malta International Airport for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.10224) (daily news: MEX/22/4193)
- 20 June: €374 million Italian scheme to compensate rail freight transport companies for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.63174) (press release: IP/22/3893)
- 8 June: €70 million Italian scheme to support large shipping companies in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100553) (daily news: MEX/22/3562)
- 23 May: €11.6 million Latvian aid measure to compensate airBaltic for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101755) (daily news: MEX/22/3290)
- 2 May: €6.8 million Greek aid measure to compensate Ellinair for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.62588) (daily news: MEX/22/2787)
- 30 April: €1.9 million Romanian aid measure to compensate TAROM for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.63360) (daily news: MEX/22/2772)
- 2 March: €687 million Italian scheme to compensate commercial rail passenger operators for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.62394) (press release: IP/22/1262)
- 15 February: €120 million Dutch scheme to support companies for their event organising activity affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100781) (daily news: MEX/22/1104)
- 10 February: €48.62 million Finnish aid measure to compensate Finnair for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.63668) (daily news: MEX/22/983)

2021

- 22 December: €71.4 million Portuguese measure to further compensate TAP Air Portugal for damages suffered due to coronavirus pandemic (SA.100121) (press release: IP/21/7084)
- 22 December: €688 million German support to compensate Deutsche Bahn for damages suffered by its subsidiary DB Cargo due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63847) (press release: IP/21/6308)
21 December: Commission approves €2.55 billion Portuguese restructuring aid in favour of TAP Group and €107 million compensation for damages suffered due to coronavirus pandemic (SA.60165, and SA.63402) (daily news: MEX/21/7069)

21 December: €45 million Latvian aid measure to compensate airBaltic for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101032) (daily news: MEX/21/7083)

13 December: €6 million Italian aid measure to compensate Calabrian airports for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus pandemic (SA.62539) (daily news: MEX/21/6884)

16 December: €49 million Polish support to compensate Poczta Polska for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63700) (daily news: MEX/21/6962)

8 December: €52.7 million Dutch scheme to support zoos in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100258) (daily news: MEX/21/6722)

10 November: €208 million German federal ‘umbrella’ scheme to compensate companies active in trade fairs and congress sector for damage suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64494) (daily news: MEX/21/6843)

15 October: €700 million French scheme for certain retailers and services affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.62625) (press release: IP/21/5261)

8 October: €150 million German scheme to support organisers of trade fairs and exhibitions in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64720) (daily news: MEX/21/5201)

23 September: Aide de 61.19 millions d’euros destinée à compenser Brittany Ferries pour le préjudice subi en raison de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.62193) (daily news: MEX/21/4862)

20 September: €16 million Dutch scheme to support the fireworks sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62368) (daily news: MEX/21/4825)

30 August: Commission approves €520 million Italian scheme to compensate the trade fairs and congress sector for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63317) (press release: IP/21/4422)

20 August: Modification du régime d’aide français destiné à indemniser partiellement les clubs sportifs et organisateurs d’évènements sportifs pour le préjudice subi en raison de la pandémie (SA.63563) (daily news: MEX/21/4361)

17 August: €1.3 million Slovenian support to compensate concession holder of Postojna and Predjama caves for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.63636) (daily news: MEX/21/4262)

10 August: €550 million German support to compensate Deutsche Bahn for damages suffered by its subsidiary DB Fernverkehr due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63846) (press release: IP/21/4161)

4 August: €430 million Italian scheme to compensate ski lift operators for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.63534) (press release: IP/21/4065)
• 30 July: €31 million Czech scheme to compensate rail passenger transport operators for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.62375) (daily news: MEX/21/4022)

• 27 July: €525.3 million German aid in favour of airline Condor in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63203, SA. 63617 and SA. 56867) (press release: IP/21/3909)

• 26 July: €800 million Italian scheme to compensate airports and ground-handling operators for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63074) (daily news: MEX/21/3909)

• 26 July: €224 million amendment to Swedish scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63073) (daily news: MEX/21/3923)

• 23 July: €110 million aid to compensate Athens international airport for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62052) (daily news: MEX/21/3902)

• 22 July: €9 million Spanish support to compensate Air Nostrum for damage suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58343) (daily news: MEX/21/386)

• 8 July: Italian scheme to compensate tour operators and travel agents for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.62392) (daily news: MEX/21/3625)

• 2 July: Commission approves Austrian scheme to support organisers of events affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63287) (daily news: MEX/21/3463)

• 2 July: €39.7 million of Italian aid measure to compensate Alitalia for further damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.63234) (press release: IP/21/3292)

• 30 June: €200 million Danish scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.62538) (daily news: MEX/21/3383)

• 24 June: €4.8 million Belgian aid measure to compensate Air Belgium SA for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.61709) (daily news: MEX/21/3221)

• 17 June: Polish scheme to compensate large companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak and provide liquidity support (SA.62572) (press release: IP/21/3051)

• 11 June: €385 million Dutch scheme to support organisers of events affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62743) (daily news: MEX/21/2983)

• 28 May: €10 billion German scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.62784) (press release: IP/21/2701)

• 12 May: €12.835 million Italian aid measure to compensate Alitalia for further damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.62542) (press release: IP/21/2475)

• 7 May: Danish scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.62226) (daily news: MEX/21/2423)

• 30 April: €12 million coronavirus damage compensation and €255.5 million of liquidity support to SATA Air Açores and Azores Airlines in Portugal (SA.58101) (press release: IP/21/2095)
• 23 April: €462 million Portuguese support to compensate TAP for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (62304) (press release: IP/21/1928)

• 7 April: €1.74 billion Danish scheme to support mink farmers and related businesses in context of coronavirus outbreak (press release: IP/21/1491)

• 19 March 2021: Commission approves French scheme to compensate ski lifts operators for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (press release: IP/21/1224)

• 12 March 2021: €350 million Finnish support to compensate Finnair for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (press release: IP/21/809)

• 10 March 2021: €511 million Italian scheme to compensate commercial rail passenger operators for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59346) (press release: IP/21/1107)

• 1 March 2021: €10 million Italian public support to compensate Toscana Aeroporti for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59518) (daily news: MEX/21/982)

• 23 February 2021: Commission approves €26 million Irish aid scheme to compensate airport operators in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59709) (daily news: MEX/21/804)

• 12 February 2021: €38.7 million Dutch scheme to support zoos in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59706 and SA.61300) (daily news: MEX/21/581)

• 2 February 2021: €5 million Slovenian public support to compensate the Fraport Slovenija for damages caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59994) (daily news: MEX/21/227)

• 25 January 2021: Régime d’aide français de 120 millions d’euros destiné à indemniser partiellement les clubs sportifs et les organisateurs d’évènements sportifs pour le préjudice subi en raison de la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.59746) (daily news: MEX/21/227)

• 22 January 2021: €642 million German federal “umbrella” scheme to compensate companies active in trade fairs and congress sector for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59173) (daily news: MEX/21/204)

• 20 January 2021: Prolongation of Danish scheme to compensate damages caused by cancellation of public events due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.61056) (daily news: MEX/21/181)

• 20 January 2021: Prolongation of Danish scheme to compensate companies for damages still suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.61044) (daily news: MEX/21/181)

• 20 January 2021: €12 billion German umbrella scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.60045) (press release: IP/21/185)

2020

• 29 December: €73 million of Italian support to compensate Alitalia for further damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59188) (press release: IP/20/2540)
• 23 December: **€120 million** Greek support to compensate Aegean Airlines for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59462) (press release: IP/20/2521)

• 22 December: **€29.8 million** Slovak aid scheme to compensate airport operators for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak and to support them in this context (SA.59240) (daily news: MEX/20/2529)

• 22 December: **€130 million** Italian scheme to compensate airlines for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59029) (daily news: MEX/20/2529)

• 21 December: **€134 million** Italian scheme to compensate public rail transport companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59747) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)

• 18 December: **€1.1 million** UK compensation to company active in Scotland in processing of agricultural products in poultry sector for damages caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60013) (daily news: MEX/20/2507)

• 11 December: **€106.7 million** restructuring aid and **€30.2 million** compensation for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak in favour of French airline Corsair (SA.58125) (press release: IP/20/2398)

• 2 December: **€20 million** UK aid scheme to compensate Scottish airports for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58466) (press release: IP/20/2294)

• 1 December: Commission approves **€11.7 million** Croatian grant to compensate Croatia Airlines for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.55373) (daily news: MEX/20/2277)

• 23 November: **€4.4 million** Romanian aid scheme to compensate regional airport operators for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58676) (daily news: MEX/20/2277)

• 20 November: **€2.55 billion** Spanish guarantee scheme to compensate certain self-employed and companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.59045) (daily news: MEX/20/2191)

• 12 November: Commission approves amended Danish support for companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59091 and SA.59055) (daily news: MEX/20/2130)

• 12 November: Commission approves **€665 million** Greek scheme to protect primary residences of vulnerable borrowers affected by coronavirus outbreak Decision assessed under Articles 107(2)(a), 107(3)(b) and 107(3)(c) (SA.58555) (daily news: MEX/20/2130)

• 12 October: Two Swedish schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak and related restrictive measures implemented to limit its spread (SA.58631) (daily news: MEX/20/1891)

• 5 October: **€57 million** prolongation of Swedish scheme to compensate damages caused by cancelled or postponed cultural events due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58690) (daily news: MEX/20/1831)

• 29 September: **€26 million** German scheme to compensate youth hostels, school country homes, youth education centres and family holiday centres in Bavaria for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58464) (daily news: MEX/20/1771)

• 28 September: **€32 million** Polish aid scheme to compensate airports for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58212) (daily news: MEX/20/1771)
• 4 September: **€199.45 million Italian support to compensate Alitalia for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58114) (press release: IP/20/1538)

• 7 August: **€6 billion German scheme to compensate public transport companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57675) (press release: IP/20/1463)

• 5 August: **€1 million Romanian public support to compensate Timișoara Airport for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57178) (daily news: MEX/20/1459)

• 29 July: **€20 million Lithuanian scheme to compensate companies active in the processing of agricultural products in the poultry and eggs sectors for damages caused by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57508) (daily news: MEX/20/1432)

• 22 July: **€37.6 million Czech scheme to compensate non-profit sport organisation for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57614)

• 13 July: **€148 million Danish scheme to compensate companies for damages still suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57930) (daily news: MEX/20/1349)

• 10 July: **€20 million Estonian scheme to compensate international ferry operators for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57643) (daily news: MEX/20/1331)

• 6 July: **€150 million Austrian subordinated loan to compensate Austrian Airlines for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57539) (press release: IP/20/1275)

• 6 July: **€9.5 million Swedish scheme to compensate passenger ferries for damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57710) (daily news: MEX/20/1276)

• 29 June: **€160 million Dutch scheme to compensate companies that offer special transport services which suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57554) (daily news: MEX/20/1230)

• 29 June: **€200 million Slovenian scheme to compensate large companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57459) (daily news: MEX/20/1230)

• 23 June: **€145 million Hungarian scheme to compensate large companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57375) (daily news: MEX/20/1176)

• 11 June: **€3.7 billion Swedish scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57372) (press release: IP/20/1027)

• 29 May: **€97 million Danish scheme to compensate travel operators for damages caused by cancellations due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57352) (daily news: MEX/20/987)

• 29 May: **€1.6 billion Polish scheme to compensate companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak and provide liquidity support** (SA.57054) (press release: IP/20/978)

• 28 May: **€120 million Finnish scheme to compensate companies in the restaurant industry for damages caused by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57284) (daily news: MEX/20/970)

• 27 May: **€32 million Danish scheme to compensate media companies for damage caused by decrease in advertising revenues due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57106) (daily news: MEX/20/959)
• 23 May: €8 billion Austrian scheme to compensate companies for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57291) (press release: IP/20/928)

• 8 May: €650 million Dutch scheme to compensate companies in the floriculture, specialty horticulture and potato sectors for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57217) (press release: IP/20/839)

• 27 April: €550 million German State-guaranteed loan to compensate airline Condor for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56867) (press release: IP/20/752)

• 24 April: Swedish public guarantee of up to €137 million to compensate airline SAS for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57061) (press release: IP/20/748)

• 22 April: €38 million Swedish scheme to compensate damages caused by cancelled or postponed cultural events due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.57501) (press release: IP/20/723)

• 15 April: Danish public guarantee of up to €137 million to compensate airline SAS for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56795) (press release: IP/20/667)

• 8 April: DKK 40 billion (approximately €5.4 billion) Danish scheme that compensates companies particularly affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56774) (press release: IP/20/541)

• 31 March: French scheme deferring payment by airlines of certain taxes to mitigate economic impact of coronavirus outbreak (SA.56765) (press release: IP/20/514)

• 25 March: €1.3 billion Danish scheme to compensate self-employed for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.56791) (press release: IP/20/515)

• 12 March: €12 million Danish aid scheme to compensate damages caused by cancellations of large public events due to COVID-19 outbreak (SA.56685) (press release: IP/20/454)
State Aid Measures adopted under Article 107(3)b TFEU

2022

• 27 April: €80 million Maltese scheme to support small and medium-sized enterprises in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101993) (daily news: MEX/22/2725)

2021

• 3 August: €19.7 million Danish scheme to support cultural institutions affected by coronavirus outbreak (daily news: MEX/21/4063)

• 9 July: €750 million German State guarantee scheme for the Travel Insolvency Fund in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63063) (press release: IP/21/3611)

• 17 June: Polish scheme to compensate large companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak and provide liquidity support (SA.62752) (press release: IP/21/3051)

• 1 June: €800 million Polish receivables insurance scheme to support domestic trade credit in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59800) (daily news: MEX/21/2825)

• 30 March: €500 million Portuguese top-up insurance scheme to support domestic trade credit in coronavirus outbreak (SA.58082) (daily news: MEX/21/1542)

• 22 March: €38.5 million Danish scheme to support companies active in culture sector and small non-professional sporting activities affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62035) (daily news: MEX/21/1347)

• 5 March: €38.5 million Czech scheme to support ski resort operators affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61808) (daily news: MEX/21/1062)

• 4 March: French guarantee scheme mobilising up to €20 billion support from private investors for companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58639) (press release: IP/21/812)

• 11 January: €87 million Cypriot guarantee scheme to support companies in the tourism sector in context of the coronavirus outbreak (daily news: MEX/21/84)

2020

• 22 December: €150 million Lithuanian aid scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (daily news: MEX/20/2529)

• 21 December: €90 million Lithuanian guarantee scheme to support trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.58540) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)
• 4 December: €500 million Spanish reinsurance scheme to support trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.58458) (daily news: MEX/20/2335)

• 12 November: Commission approves €665 million Greek scheme to protect primary residences of vulnerable borrowers affected by coronavirus outbreak Decision assessed under Articles 107(2)(a), 107(3)(b) and 107(3)(c) (SA.58555) (daily news: MEX/20/2130)

• 11 November: La Commission autorise un prêt néerlandais de 6,5 millions d'euros pour l'entreprise pharmaceutique InnoGenerics dans le contexte de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.59021) (daily news: MEX/20/2130)

• 25 October: Austrian measures to support rail freight and passenger operators affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57371) (press release: IP/20/2093)

• 13 August: €2 billion Italian guarantee scheme to support trade credit insurance market in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57937) (press release: IP/20/1478)

• 10 August: €38 million Czech scheme to support health SPA facilities affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58018) (daily news: MEX/20/1468)

• 30 July: €840 million German guarantee scheme to protect consumers and support the travel industry in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57741) (press release: IP/20/1431)

• 28 July: UK guarantee scheme to stabilise trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57451) (daily news: MEX/20/1418)

• 17 July: La Commission autorise un régime français de réassurance pour soutenir le marché de l'assurance-crédit face à la crise liée au coronavirus (SA.57607) (daily news: MEX/20/1383)

• 25 May: Dutch guarantee scheme to stabilise trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57095) (press release: IP/20/937)

• 15 May: €903 million Belgian reinsurance scheme to support trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57112) (daily news: MEX/20/900)

• 15 May: Danish guarantee scheme to stabilise trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57112) (press release: IP/20/897)

• 11 May: French guarantee scheme for exporting small and midsize companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57219) (press release: IP/20/848)

• 14 April: German guarantee scheme to support the trade credit insurance market in the face of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56941) (press release: IP/20/653)

• 12 April: €10 billion French guarantee scheme to support domestic credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56903) (press release: IP/20/650)

• 11 April: Belgian guarantee scheme mobilising €50 billion support for companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56819) (press release: IP/20/648)
State Aid Measures adopted under Article 107(3)c TFEU

2020

- 12 November: Commission approves €665 million Greek scheme to protect primary residences of vulnerable borrowers affected by coronavirus outbreak. Decision assessed under Articles 107(2)(a), 107(3)(b) and 107(3)(c) (SA.58555) (daily news: MEX/20/2130)

- 17 September: €1.46 billion UK scheme to distribute free medical grade personal protective equipment in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.58477) (daily news: MEX/20/1682)

- 18 August: Commission approves €133 million Portuguese liquidity support to SATA airline; opens investigation into other public support measures (SA.58101) (press release: IP/20/1489)

- 10 June: €1.2 billion Portuguese urgent liquidity support to TAP (SA.57369) (press release: IP/20/1029)
State Aid Measures adopted under the Temporary Framework

AT - Austria

2022

- 3 February: €300 million Austrian scheme for package travel organisers and facilitators of linked travel services in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101114) (daily news: MEX/22/803)

- 13 January: €60 million Austrian wage subsidy scheme to support seasonal businesses affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101086) (daily news: MEX/22/361)

2021

- 3 September: €1.6 million Austrian scheme to support public companies active in the pool and wellness sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64490) (daily news: MEX/21/4563)

- 2 June: €95 million Austrian wage subsidy scheme to support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62569) (daily news: MEX/21/2843)

- 19 January 2021: €300 million Austrian scheme to support organisers of events affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60117) (daily news: MEX/21/151)

2020

- 20 November: Austrian "Fixkostenzuschuss Phase II" scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58661) (press release: IP/20/2181)

- 18 September: Modified Austrian liquidity assistance scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58640) (daily news: MEX/20/1714)

- 10 September: €120 million Austrian scheme to support companies in Lower Austria affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58360) (daily news: MEX/20/1628)

- 6 August: €665 million Austrian scheme to support non-profit organisations and their related entities affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57928) (daily news: MEX/20/1456)

- 6 July: Around €2 million Austrian support to coronavirus-relevant research and development projects by Austrian micro biotech companies Apeptico and Panoptes (SA.57340 (Apeptico) and SA.57345 (Panoptes) (daily news: MEX/20/1276)

- 19 May: €84 million Austrian regional aid schemes to support companies and investment in research, development, testing and production of coronavirus relevant products (SA.57148) (daily news: MEX/20/917)
• 17 April: Austrian guarantee schemes to support SMEs affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56981) (press release: IP/20/658)

• 9 April: €15 billion Austrian liquidity scheme to support the economy in the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56840) (press release: IP/20/633)

BE - Belgium

2022

• 1 June: Commission approves €223 million Flemish scheme to support companies and public entities in the context of the coronavirus pandemic and Brexit (SA.102504) (daily news: MEX/22/3409)

• 12 May: €93 million Flemish scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102421) (daily news: MEX/22/3066)

• 25 April: €45 million Belgian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102417) (daily news: MEX/22/2666)

• 3 March: Régimes d’aides wallons d’un montant de 60 millions d’euros pour soutenir les entreprises et les travailleurs indépendants touchés par la pandémie de COVID-19 (SA.101957 and SA.101957) (daily news: MEX/22/1541)

• 3 March: €59 million Flemish scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101863) (daily news: MEX/22/1541)

• 18 February: €26.23 million Belgian wage subsidy scheme to support the events, nightclubs and indoor recreational activities sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101410) (daily news: MEX/22/1248)

• 17 February: 5 million Belgian scheme to support the events and cultural sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100716) (daily news: MEX/22/1185)

• 10 January: €100 million Flemish scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101133) (daily news: MEX/22/303)

• 7 January: €25.5 million Flemish scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101027) (daily news: MEX/22/282)

2021

• 22 December: €9.8 million Belgian measure to recapitalise Brussels South Charleroi Airport in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63245) (press release: IP/21/6777)

• 14 December: Régime belge de 12,7 millions d’euros visant à soutenir les aéroports wallons (SA.63455) (daily news: MEX/21/6906)

• 6 December: €12.5 million Belgian scheme for events businesses affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100716) (daily news: MEX/21/6641)
• 19 October: **€17.7 million Belgian scheme to further support the tourist accommodation sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.100118) (daily news: MEX/21/5369)

• 18 October: **€110 million Belgian scheme to support hotels, restaurants and cafés in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63490) (daily news: MEX/21/5343)

• 19 October: **€17.7 million Belgian scheme to further support the tourist accommodation sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.100118) (daily news: MEX/21/5369)

• 18 October: **€110 million Belgian scheme to support hotels, restaurants and cafés in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63490) (daily news: MEX/21/5343)

• 14 October: **€45 million Belgian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64775) (daily news: MEX/21/5301)

• 5 October: **€2 million Belgian scheme to support social economy companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64071) (daily news: MEX/21/5101)

• 20 September: **€10 million Belgian scheme to support social economy companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64072) (daily news: MEX/21/4825)

• 22 July: **Régime belge d’un montant de 200 millions d’euros visant à soutenir les micro, petites et moyennes entreprises dans le context de la pandémie de coronavirus** (SA.64030) (daily news: MEX/21/3866)

• 16 July: **€10 million scheme to compensate companies in Flemish Region for events rebooking costs due to coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63932) (daily news: MEX/21/3785)

• 30 June: **€1.53 million Flemish scheme to support the protection of teleworkers’ health in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63252) (daily news: MEX/21/3383)

• 18 June: **€8.6 million Belgian scheme to support operators in the tourist accommodation sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63215) (daily news: MEX/21/3127)

• 4 June: **€58.8 million Belgian wage subsidy schemes to support employers in travel, hotel and events sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62562, SA.62650 and SA.62651) (daily news: MEX/21/2883)

• 18 May: **€392,000 Belgian support to compensate Waterloo 1815 Memorial concession holder for damage caused by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59765) (daily news: MEX/21/2562)

• 17 May: **Régime belge de 255 millions d’euros en faveur d’entreprises touchées indirectement par les décisions de fermeture en raison de la pandémie de coronavirus** (SA.62884) (daily news: MEX/21/2526)

• 17 May: **Régime belge de 27.8 millions d’euros en faveur des entreprises et des travailleurs indépendants de Wallonie indirectement touchés par les décisions de fermeture dans le contexte de la crise du coronavirus** (SA.62883) (daily news: MEX/21/2526)

• 11 May: **Régime belge de 12.5 millions d’euros en faveur du secteur du transport de passagers de Wallonie touché par la crise du coronavirus** (SA.62882) (daily news: MEX/21/2464)
• 4 May: Second modification of Belgian scheme to support companies in Flanders affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62826) (daily news: MEX/21/2287)

• 29 April: €2.5 million Belgian scheme to support professional sport clubs in Flemish and Brussels Regions in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62466) (daily news: MEX/21/2081)

• 23 April: €75 million Belgian scheme to support companies restarting activities in Flemish Region affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62430) (daily news: MEX/21/1963)

• 9 April: Prolongation et la modification d’un régime belge visant à soutenir les aéroports wallons dans le contexte de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.60682) (daily news: MEX/21/1681)

• 9 April: Régime belge de 1,3 million d’euros en faveur des opérateurs d’attractions touristiques de Wallonie touchés par la crise du coronavirus (SA.62336) (daily news: MEX/21/1681)

• 8 April: Régime belge de 14,6 millions d’euros en faveur des hôtels et des hébergements similaires de Wallonie touchés par la crise du coronavirus (SA.62407) (daily news: MEX/21/1641)

• 30 March: €200 million Belgian subsidised loans scheme to support economic activity in Wallonia in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62032) (daily news: MEX/21/1542)

• 29 March: €6.5 million Belgian scheme to support pig farmers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62393) (daily news: MEX/21/1504)

• 24 March: Modification of Belgian scheme to support companies in Flanders affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62156) (daily news: MEX/21/1441)

• 11 March 2021: €149 million Belgian scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies in Flanders affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62017) (daily news: MEX/21/1143)

• 19 February 2021: €149 million Belgian scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies in Flanders affected by coronavirus outbreak (615748) (daily news: MEX/21/742)

• 19 February 2021: €34 million Belgian scheme to support tourism companies in Flanders in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61807) (daily news: MEX/21/742)

• 29 January 2021: €200 million Belgian scheme to support companies in Flanders affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60524) (daily news: MEX/21/345)

• 12 January 2021: Commission approves €23 million Belgian measures to support production of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.60198 and SA.60414) (daily news: MEX/21/102)

2020

• 9 October: €15.8 million Belgian scheme to support hotels and aparthotels in Brussels in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.58763) (daily news: MEX/20/1869)

• 6 October: €5.1 million Belgian scheme to support coach companies in Flanders in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.58691) (daily news: MEX/20/1851)
• 29 September: **€2.2 million Belgian aid measures to support Flemish airports in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58299) (daily news: MEX/20/1771)

• 23 September: **€10 million Belgian scheme to support potato producers affected by coronavirus outbreak in Wallonia** (SA.58649) (daily news: MEX/20/1742)

• 21 August: **€290 million Belgian support to Brussels Airlines in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57544) (press release: IP/20/1507)

• 5 August: **Régime belge de 11 millions d’euros en faveur de certaines entreprises affectées par la pandémie du coronavirus** (SA.58165) (daily news: MEX/20/1459)

• 27 July: **€50 million Belgian scheme for companies active in the events sector in Flanders and affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58081)(daily news: MEX/20/1418)

• 27 July: **€35 million Belgian scheme to support potato and ornamental plant growers active in the Flemish region affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58014) (daily news: MEX/20/1415)

• 14 July: **Belgian guarantee scheme to support SMEs affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57869) (daily news: MEX/20/1359)

• 10 July: **€6.35 million Belgian scheme to support the social tourism sector in Flanders** (SA.57797) (daily news: MEX/20/1331)

• 8 July: **€25 million Belgian aid to support the ground handling service provider Aviapartner in the context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57637) (daily news: MEX/20/1299)

• 19 June: **€21 million Belgian scheme to support the production of coronavirus-relevant products in the Flemish region** (SA.57605) (daily news: MEX/20/1139)

• 14 May: **€500 million Belgian guarantee scheme to support internationally active companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57187) (daily news: MEX/20/892)

• 12 May: **€25 million Belgian aid scheme to support coronavirus related research and development activities in Wallonia** (SA.57173) (press release: IP/20/874)

• 5 May: **Belgian €250 million subordinated loan scheme to support start-ups, scale-ups and SMEs affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57132) (press release: IP/20/805)

• 30 April: **Guarantee scheme of up to €530 million to support the Walloon economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57083) (press release: IP/20/792)

• 27 April: **€4 million Belgian scheme to support coronavirus related research and development projects** (SA.57057) (press release: IP/20/735)

• 24 April: **€200,000 direct grant scheme to support agricultural and aquaculture sectors in Brussels-Capital region following coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57056) (press release: IP/20/732)

• 11 April: **Belgian scheme deferring payment by Walloon airports of concession fees to mitigate economic impact of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56807) (press release: IP/20/645)
10 April: Guarantee scheme of up to €3 billion to support the Flemish economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56919) (press release: IP/20/636)

BG - Bulgaria

2022
- 21 March: €12.78 million Bulgarian scheme to support tour operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102193) (daily news: MEX/22/1967)
- 17 March: €30.7 million Bulgarian scheme to support air carriers affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100321) (daily news: MEX/22/1862)
- 18 January: €3.07 million Bulgarian scheme to support tour operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101306) (daily news: MEX/22/425)
- 14 January: €15.3 million Bulgarian scheme to support the tourism sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100885) (daily news: MEX/22/391)

2021
- 8 November: €51 million Bulgarian wage compensation scheme to support companies and self-employed persons affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100320) (daily news: MEX/21/5882)
- 5 November: €15.34 million Bulgarian scheme to support the tourism sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100427) (daily news: MEX/21/5862)
- 26 October: €36 million Bulgarian scheme to support the agricultural sector affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100255) (daily news: MEX/21/5621)
- 7 July: €1.5 million Bulgarian scheme to support farmers active in oil-bearing rose growing in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63638) (daily news: MEX/21/3584)
- 30 March: Modification of Bulgarian scheme to support employment in sectors most affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.61348) (daily news: MEX/21/1521)
- 19 January 2021: €79 million Bulgarian scheme to support micro, small, and medium enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60454) (daily news: MEX/21/169)

2020
- 18 December: €26 million Bulgarian scheme to support tour operators and travel agents in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59990) (daily news: MEX/20/2507)
- 16 December: Commission approves €40 million Bulgarian scheme to support small enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59704) (daily news: MEX/20/2455)
- 30 November: Commission approves €15 million Bulgarian scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized coach companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59182) (daily news: MEX/20/2277)
- 27 August: €29 million Bulgarian scheme to support farmers breeding large and small ruminants and potato growers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58328) (daily news: MEX/20/1533)
- 14 August: €4.4 million Bulgarian support measure to Burgas and Varna airports in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58095) (daily news: MEX/20/1486)
- 24 July: €28 million Bulgarian scheme in support of tour operators affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58050) (daily news: MEX/20/1415)
- 14 July: Two Bulgarian wage subsidy schemes for preserving jobs in sectors most affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57759) (daily news: MEX/20/1359)
- 26 June: €102 million Bulgarian scheme to support medium-sized companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57795) (daily news: MEX/20/1218)
- 13 May: €88 million Bulgarian scheme to support micro and small companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57283) (daily news: MEX/20/881)
- 23 April: €150 million Bulgarian scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57052) (press release: IP/20/730)
- 15 April: €770 million Bulgarian employment aid scheme for preserving jobs in sectors most affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56905) (press release: IP/20/661)
- 8 April: €255 million Bulgarian guarantee scheme to support SMEs in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56933) (press release: IP/20/627)

**CY - Cyprus**

**2022**

- 20 June: €20 million Cypriot VAT deferral scheme to support businesses affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102435) (daily news: MEX/22/3905)
- 20 May: €890,000 Cypriot scheme to support cheesemakers in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102885) (daily news: MEX/22/3263)
- 1 April: €3 million Cypriot scheme to support companies and the self-employed of certain sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102081) (daily news: MEX/22/2266)
- 28 February: €5.7 million Cypriot scheme to support certain farmers active in the livestock sector affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101098) (daily news: MEX/22/1481)
- 17 February: €6.13 million Cypriot incentive scheme towards airlines affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101311) (daily news: MEX/22/1185)
• 19 January: **€2 million Cypriot scheme to support tour operators affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101278) (daily news: MEX/22/442)

### 2021

• 23 September: **€2.7 million scheme to support companies in Cyprus active in agricultural production in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63515) (daily news: MEX/21/4883)

• 23 September: **€900,000 Cypriot scheme to support wine producers affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64602) (daily news: MEX/21/4862)

• 17 August: **€1 billion Cypriot scheme to support enterprises and self-employed individuals in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64326) (press release: IP/21/4203)

• 13 April: **€8 million Cypriot scheme to support tour operators affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62199) (daily news: MEX/21/1742)

• 24 March: **€20 million Cypriot subsidised loan scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.61515) (daily news: MEX/21/1441)

• 8 March: **€200 million Cypriot schemes to support companies and self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.61839) (daily news: MEX/21/1091)

• 29 January: **€10.2 million Cypriot scheme to support self-employed and enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.60274) (daily news: MEX/21/345)

### 2020

• 21 December: **€560,000 Cypriot scheme to support producer groups and producer organisations active in agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.60263) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)

• 17 November: **€22.2 million Cypriot term loan to Hermes Airports Limited in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58923) (daily news: MEX/20/2147)

• 25 August: **€500,000 Cypriot scheme to support pig sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58340) (daily news: MEX/20/1523)

• 6 July: **Cypriot scheme to support newspapers affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57762) (daily news: MEX/20/1276)

• 1 July: **€6.3 million Cypriot incentive scheme towards airlines affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57691) daily news: MEX/20/1256)

• 25 June: **€280 million Cypriot schemes to support companies and self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA. 57654) (daily news: MEX/20/1205)

• 16 June: **€1.8 million Cypriot scheme to support farmers active in the primary agricultural sector affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57587) (daily news: MEX/20/1111)
• 10 June: €33 million Cypriot scheme deferring payment of VAT to support companies affected by 
coronavirus outbreak (SA.57511) (press release: IP/20/1019)

CZ – Czechia  ▲ Back to TF

2022

• 9 February: €509 million Czech scheme to support the self-employed and partners in small limited 
liability companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101034) (daily news: MEX/22/946)

2021

• 27 September: Modification of two Czech schemes supporting companies affected by coronavirus 
outbreak (SA.62442 and SA.62441) (daily news: MEX/21/4921)

• 2 August: €3.9 million Czech scheme to support self-employed persons affected by coronavirus outbreak 
(SA.62970) (daily news: MEX/21/4022)

• 13 July: €1.78 million Czech scheme to support terrestrial television network operators in the context of 
coronavirus outbreak (SA.60062) (daily news: MEX/21/3703)

• 12 July: €660 million Czech scheme to support self-employed and partners in small limited liability 
companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62930) (daily news: MEX/21/3685)

• 27 May: €7.9 million Czech scheme to support workers and companies in audiovisual sector in context of 
coronavirus outbreak (SA.62362) (daily news: MEX/21/2744)

• 10 May: Commission approves €1.9 billion Czech scheme to support companies in context of coronavirus 
outbreak (SA.62477) (daily news: MEX/21/1961)

• 6 April: €268 million Czech scheme to support operators offering accommodation services affected by 
coronavirus outbreak (SA.61948) (daily news: MEX/21/1622)

• 29 March: Czech guarantee scheme for companies affected by coronavirus outbreak and modification to 
existing guarantee scheme for loans to large exporting companies (SA.61470 and SA.61824) 
(daily news: MEX/21/1504)

• 29 March: €22 million Czech scheme to support fairs and exhibitions sector in context of coronavirus 
outbreak (SA.59401) (daily news: MEX/21/1521)

• 19 March 2021: €3 million Czech scheme to support tour operators affected by the coronavirus outbreak 
(SA.60280) (daily news: MEX/21/1303)
1 March 2021: €110 million Czech scheme to support enterprises active in the primary agricultural sector and food production affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62044) (daily news: MEX/21/962)

23 February 2021: Commission approves €115 million Czech rent compensation scheme to support businesses affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.61361) (daily news: MEX/21/804)

12 February 2021: €1.2 billion Czech scheme to support self-employed and partners in small limited liability companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61358) (daily news: MEX/21/623)

26 January 2021: Commission approves €230 million Czech scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61234) (daily news: MEX/21/262)

13 January 2021: Commission approves two Czech employment schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59889 and SA.59334) (daily news: MEX/21/110)

2020

22 December: €20 million Czech schemes to support companies active in sports sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59340 and SA.59353) (daily news: MEX/20/2529)

25 November: €28.4 million Czech scheme to support operators of cultural events in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59536) (daily news: MEX/20/2207)

13 November: €7.5 million Czech scheme to support undertakings located in the City of Pilsen affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58430) (daily news: MEX/20/2135)

11 November: €110 million Czech scheme to support enterprises active in primary agricultural sector and food production in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59336) (daily news: MEX/20/2089)

30 October: €110 million Czech rent compensation scheme to support businesses affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59118) (daily news: MEX/20/2022)

8 September: €305 million Czech scheme to support self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57358) (daily news: MEX/20/1591)

27 August: Un régime d’aides tchèque de 126,7 millions d’euros visant à soutenir les opérateurs proposant des services d’hébergement qui ont été touchés par la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.58398) (daily news: MEX/20/1533)

24 August: €97 million Czech scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58167) (daily news: MEX/20/1520)

19 August: €34 million Czech scheme to support cultural events’ operators affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58213) (daily news: MEX/20/1506)

27 July: €866 million Czech scheme to support businesses affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57102) (press release: IP/20/1403)

7 July: €370 million Czech scheme to support enterprises in the primary agricultural sector and in food and feed production affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57848) (daily news: MEX/20/1289)
7 July: €550 million Czech scheme to support self-employed affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57149) (daily news: MEX/20/1289)

26 June: €2.6 million Czech scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak in the Moravia-Silesia region (SA.57506) (daily news: MEX/20/1205)

3 June: €36.3 million Czech scheme to support SMEs in the primary agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57475) (daily news: MEX/20/995)

2 June: €184 million Czech rent compensation scheme to support businesses affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57464) (daily news: MEX/20/994)

15 May: €18.5 billion Czech guarantee scheme for companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57195) (press release: IP/20/896)

7 May: €7.3 million Czech scheme to support research and development activities related to coronavirus outbreak (SA.57071) (press release: IP/20/829)

5 May: €5.2 billion Czech guarantee scheme for loans to large exporting companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57094) (press release: IP/20/794)

15 April: Czech scheme of up to €37 million to support investments in the production of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.56961) (press release: IP/20/654)

DE – Germany

2022

1 February: €1.7 billion German measure to recapitalise Flughafen Berlin Brandenburg in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.63946) (daily news: MEX/22/721)

2021

4 January 2021: Commission approves €1.25 billion German measure to recapitalise TUI (SA.59812) (press release: IP/20/2522)

2020

20 November: German “umbrella” scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59289) (press release: IP/20/2180)

20 August: Bavarian fund to enable up to €46 billion of liquidity and capital support to enterprises in Bavaria in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57447) (press release: IP/20/1502)

11 August: German aid scheme to support airports affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57644) (press release: IP/20/1472)
• 8 July: German fund to enable up to €500 billion of liquidity and capital support to enterprises affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56814) (press release: IP/20/1280)

• 25 June: €6 billion German measure to recapitalise Lufthansa (SA.57153) (press release: IP/20/1179)

• 29 April: German “umbrella” scheme to support research, development, testing and production of coronavirus relevant products (SA.57100) (press release: IP/20/774)

• 11 April: Amendments to previously approved German schemes to further support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57100) (press release: IP/20/651)

• 2 April: Extension of German scheme for subsidised loans to support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56863) (press release: IP/20/580)

• 24 March: German direct grant scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56790) (press release: IP/20/524)

• 24 March: German guarantee measure to further support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56787) (press release: IP/20/517)

• 22 March: Two German measures providing liquidity in the form of subsidised loans to companies of all sizes up to €1 billion per company (SA.56714) (press release: IP/20/504)

DK – Denmark

2021

• 3 December: €23.33 million Danish scheme to support travel operators in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100368) (daily news: MEX/21/6598)

• 23 August: €108 million Danish aid measure to support coronavirus-related research and development activities of Bavarian Nordic (SA.63958) (press release: IP/21/4263)

• 30 July: €13 million Danish scheme to support large events suppliers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64159) (daily news: MEX/21/4022)

• 9 July: €300 million Swedish and Danish subsidised interest rate loans to SAS in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63250) (daily news: MEX/21/3663)

• 1 July: Commission approves €200 million Danish scheme to compensate companies for the damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62538) (daily news: MEX/21/3383)

• 21 June: €24 million Danish scheme to support providers of public passenger transport by rail in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62881) (daily news: MEX/21/3146)

• 21 May: Commission approves €5.2 million Danish scheme to support local newspapers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.63029) (daily news: MEX/21/2669)
• 5 March 2021: €34 million Danish tax deferral scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61943) (daily news: MEX/21/1042)

• 2 March 2021: €1.2 billion Danish ‘umbrella’ scheme to support self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61946) (daily news: MEX/21/982)

• 25 January 2021: €4 million Danish tax deferral scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61233) (daily news: MEX/21/227)

• 18 January 2021: €3.4 million Danish scheme to support TV producers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60074) (daily news: MEX/21/155)

2020

• 21 December: Danish umbrella scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60094) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)

• 21 December: Danish umbrella scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60081) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)

• 14 December: Danish scheme to support organisers of events affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59960) (daily news: MEX/20/2414)

• 9 December: Danish umbrella scheme to support self-employed undertakings affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59764) (daily news: MEX/20/2374)

• 27 November: €9 million Danish scheme to support micro and small self-employed undertakings, freelancers and professional artists affected by cancellation of events due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58681) (daily news: MEX/20/2252)

• 27 November: €6 million Danish scheme to support airlines in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59370) (daily news: MEX/20/2252)

• 26 November: Danish schemes to preserve employment and support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59414 and SA.59543) (daily news: MEX/20/2233)

• 20 November: Danish fund to enable €1.34 billion of capital support to large companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57678) (press release: IP/20/2024)

• 30 October: €99.4 million Danish scheme to support cafés, restaurants, nightclubs, discotheques, venues and their suppliers in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59048) (daily news: MEX/20/1882)

• 9 October: Commission approves Danish wage compensation scheme to support companies prohibited from operating due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58515) (daily news: MEX/20/1882)

• 8 October: €10.5 million Danish scheme to support companies affected by restrictive measures implemented to limit the spread of coronavirus (SA.58780) (daily news: MEX/20/1861)

• 2 September: €24 million Danish schemes to support airlines and airports affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58157) (daily news: MEX/20/1557)
• 17 August: €1 billion Danish and Swedish measure to recapitalise SAS (SA.57543 and SA.58432) press release: IP/20/1488

• 22 July: €148 million Danish scheme to compensate companies for damages still suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.57932) (press release: IP/20/1398)

• 14 July: €27 million Danish scheme to support companies affected by temporary coronavirus-related restrictive health measures (SA.57931) (daily news: MEX/20/1359)

• 10 July: €93.3 million Danish schemes to support self-employed workers and freelancers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57919) (daily news: MEX/20/1338)

• 5 May: €296 million Danish loan schemes to support start-ups affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57164) (press release: IP/20/810)

• 30 April: €130 million Danish schemes to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57027) (press release: IP/20/793)

• 1 April: €200 million Danish loan in support of the Travel Guarantee Fund for travel cancellations due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.56856) (press release: IP/20/576)

• 30 March: €130 million Danish guarantee scheme for SMEs with export activities affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56808) (press release: IP/20/555)

• 21 March: A €130 million Danish guarantee scheme for SMEs (SA.56708) (press release: IP/20/505)

EE – Estonia

2022

• 31 March: €2 million Estonian scheme to support cultural events and concert organisers affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102162) (daily news: MEX/22/2222)

2021

• 20 December: €20 million Greek scheme to support companies active in the art and entertainment sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100904) (daily news: MEX/21/7066)

• 13 December: €7.5 million Greek scheme to support companies in Mantoudi-Limni-St Anna and Istaia-Aidipsos in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100951) (daily news: MEX/21/6884)

• 10 December: €3.6 million Greek scheme to support port authorities affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100534) (daily news: MEX/21/6829)

• 7 December: €5.5 million Estonian scheme to support dairy and pork meat producers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100636) (daily news: MEX/21/6661)

• 28 July: €1.8 million Estonian scheme for liquidity support to fish processors in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63935) (daily news: MEX/21/3961)
• 15 July: Commission approves €2 million Estonian scheme to support organisers of cultural events and conferences in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63701) (daily news: MEX/21/3743)

• 11 June: €1.5 million Estonian scheme to support operators of experience centres and operators of buildings used for events affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63122) (daily news: MEX/21/2983)

• 11 June: Estonian €10.6 million scheme to support companies active in cultural and sport sectors in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63164) (daily news: MEX/21/2983)

• 3 June: €4 million Estonian scheme to support commercial regular bus services companies in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62921) (daily news: MEX/21/2873)

• 26 May: €5.3 million Estonian scheme to support film producers and distributors and cinemas in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62801) (daily news: MEX/21/2704)

• 11 May: €44 million Estonian scheme to support companies active in the tourism and retail sectors in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62825) (daily news: MEX/21/2464)

• 7 May: €8.8 million Estonian scheme to support organisers of cultural events in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62815) (daily news: MEX/21/2423)

• 14 April: €10 million Estonian scheme to support research and development of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.62525) (daily news: MEX/21/1761)

• 25 March: €9.9 million Estonian scheme to support companies active in tourism and directly related sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61591) (daily news: MEX/21/1183)

• 15 March 2021: €15.8 million Estonian schemes to support farmers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60666) (daily news: MEX/21/1183)

• 17 February 2021: €26.3 million Estonian scheme to support companies in Ida-Viru and Harju Counties affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61615) (daily news: MEX/21/581)

• 18 February 2021: €3.2 million Estonian scheme to support organisers of cultural events in Ida-Viru County and Harju County in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61586) (daily news: MEX/21/581)

2020

• 4 December: Commission approves €10 million Estonian scheme to support research and development by companies affected by coronavirus outbreak, as well as coronavirus-related research and development (SA.59278) (daily news: MEX/20/2316)

• 25 November: €5.5 million Estonian scheme to support companies active in tourism sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59338) (daily news: MEX/20/2207)

• 11 August: €30 million Estonian measure to support Nordica in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57586) (press release: IP/20/1473)

• 28 May: €4 million Estonian rent compensation scheme to support businesses affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57403) (daily news: MEX/20/970)


- **28 April**: Two additional Estonian schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57028) (press release: IP/20/763)

- **21 April**: €75.5 million Estonian schemes in the form of direct grants and payment advantages to support companies in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57014) (press release: IP/20/711)

- **30 March**: €1.75 billion Estonian schemes to support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56804) (press release: IP/20/559)

**EL – Greece**

### 2022

- **31 March**: Greek scheme to support the economy in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102304) (daily news: MEX/22/2222)

- **3 March**: €100 million Greek scheme to support liquidity of companies affected by coronavirus pandemic (SA.101934) (daily news: MEX/22/1541)

- **8 February**: €31.5 million Greek scheme to support certain agricultural producers affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100945) (daily news: MEX/22/903)

### 2021

- **27 August**: €500 million Greek aid scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61574) (press release: IP/21/4101)

- **27 July**: €130 million Greek scheme to support micro and small enterprises in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63212) (daily news: MEX/21/3942)

- **27 July**: €20 million Greek scheme to support newspapers, magazines, regional media service providers and radio stations in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63896) (daily news: MEX/21/3942)

- **5 July**: €14 million Greek scheme to support companies active in the art and entertainment sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62699) (daily news: MEX/21/3521)

- **1 July**: €20 million Greek scheme to support breeders of pigs and producers of honey affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63570) (daily news: MEX/21/3437)

- **30 June**: Greek repayable advances scheme, including budget increase, to support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62081) (daily news: MEX/21/3383)

- **29 June**: €8 million Greek scheme to support companies active in the audio-visual distribution sector in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63004) (daily news: MEX/21/3342)

- **11 June**: €30 million Greek guarantee scheme to support SMEs active in the construction sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62835) (daily news: MEX/21/2983)

- **1 June**: €800 million Greek scheme to support tourism sector in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63123) (press release: IP/21/2789)
17 May: €793 million Greek subsidised loan scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62341) (daily news: MEX/21/2526)

11 May: €500 million Greek scheme to support food service companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62626) (press release: IP/21/2444)

23 March 2021: €100 million support in favour of Greek oil and gas company Energean affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58824) (daily news: MEX/21/1382)

22 March 2021: €21 million Greek scheme to support operators of tourist buses and trains affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62171) (daily news: MEX/21/1347)

8 March 2021: €60 million Greek scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62098) (daily news: MEX/21/1091)

5 March 2021: €26 million Greek scheme to support enterprises active in the primary agricultural sector affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62095) (daily news: MEX/21/1042)

19 February 2021: €500 million Greek scheme to support small and medium-sized businesses affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61802) (daily news: MEX/21/742)

18 February 2021: €19.8 million Greek scheme to support a certain category of bus companies (K.T.E.L. bus companies) in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61573) (daily news: MEX/21/581)

2020

21 December: €5.7 billion Greek repayable advances scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59990) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)

27 November: Modified €3.5 billion Greek repayable advances scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59069) (daily news: MEX/20/2252)

29 October: €7.7 million Greek scheme to support cultural activities in the Municipality of Athens in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59033) (daily news: MEX/20/2006)

19 October: €39.6 million Greek scheme to support certain vegetable producers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58929) (daily news: MEX/20/1956)

19 October: €450 million Greek scheme to support companies active in certain sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58368) (daily news: MEX/20/1956)

28 September: €1.5 billion Greek scheme to support micro and small enterprises in 12 regions affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58616) (daily news: MEX/20/1761)

28 August: €150 million Greek scheme to support micro and small enterprises in the region of Central Macedonia affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58367) (daily news: MEX/20/1533)

31 July: Modification to €2 billion Greek repayable advance scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58047) (daily news: MEX/20/1436)
• 23 July: **€51.23 million Greek scheme to support farmers active in primary agricultural and livestock sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA. 58029, SA. 58048 and SA. 58069) (daily news: MEX/20/1407)

• 11 May: **€500 million Greek scheme to support the self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA. 57165) (press release: IP/20/858)

• 5 May: **€10 million Greek scheme to support companies in the floriculture sector affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57194) (press release: IP/20/809)

• 30 April: **Modification of Greek guarantee measure to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57048) (press release: IP/20/786)

• 8 April: **€1.2 billion Greek scheme providing grants for SMEs to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA. 56839) (press release: IP/20/624)

• 7 April: **€1 billion Greek scheme providing repayable advances to support the economy in the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56815) (press release: IP/20/611)

**ES – Spain**

**2022**

• 24 June: **€280.5 million support measure to Celsa Spain in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.60190) (daily news: MEX/22/4147)

• 27 April: **€30 million Spanish scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102370) (daily news: MEX/22/2725)

**2021**

• 23 March 2021: **Modification of Spanish schemes, including €10 billion budget increase for aid of limited amount, to further support economy in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.61875) (daily news: MEX/21/1351)

• 19 February 2021: **Modification of Spanish ‘umbrella’ scheme to support economy in context of coronavirus outbreak, extending it to support uncovered fixed costs of companies** (SA.59723) (daily news: MEX/21/742)

**2020**

• 13 December: **Modification of Spanish ‘umbrella’ scheme to further support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59196) (daily news: MEX/20/2414)

• 5 August: **€40 billion budget increase and amendments to previously approved Spanish guarantee schemes in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58096) (daily news: MEX/20/1459)

• 31 July: **€10 billion Spanish fund to provide debt and capital support to companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57659) (press release: IP/20/1426)
24 April: Second Spanish “umbrella” scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57019) (press release: IP/20/742)

2 April: Spanish “umbrella” scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56851) (press release: IP/20/581)

24 March: €20 billion Spanish guarantee schemes for companies and self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56803) (press release: IP/20/520)

FI - Finland

2022

20 June: Prolongation of Finnish State aid measure to support Finnair in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103101) (daily news: MEX/22/3905)

2021

30 November: Amendement du soutien de trésorerie en faveur d’Air France dans le contexte de la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.100430) (daily news: MEX/21/6524)

9 June: Commission approves €170 million Finnish scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.63205) (daily news: MEX/21/2905)

17 March 2021: €350 million Finnish support to Finavia in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59132) (press release: IP/21/1210)

2020

1 March 2021: €1 million Finnish scheme to support fishery and aquaculture sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61987) (daily news: MEX/21/962)

9 June: €286 million Finnish measure to recapitalise Finnair (SA.57410) (press release: IP/20/1032)

28 May: €600 million Finnish guarantee scheme to support maritime companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57192) (press release: IP/20/966)

18 May: Finnish State guarantee on €600 million loan to Finnair in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.56809) (daily news: MEX/20/904)

6 May: €40 million Finnish direct grant schemes to support companies in the agriculture and fishery sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57221 and SA.57231) (press release: IP/20/824)

24 April: €3 billion Finnish scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56995) (press release: IP/20/692)
21 April: €2 billion Finnish public guarantee and subsidised loan scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57059) (press release: IP/20/705)

FR - France

2022

3 August: Modification d'un régime français de subventions salariales pour soutenir les PME de secteurs particulièrement touchés par la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.102799) (daily news: MEX/22/4863)

7 April: Régime d'aides français de 175 millions d'euros visant à supporter les élevages porcins dans le contexte de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.102110) (daily news: MEX/22/2388)

29 March: Prolongation d'un régime français visant à soutenir les entreprises touchées par la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.101947) (daily news: MEX/22/2183)

2021

20 December: Modifications apportées à dix régimes français afin de continuer à soutenir les entreprises dans le contexte de la pandémie (SA.100959) (daily news: MEX/21/7066)

14 September: €3 billion French scheme to provide debt and capital support to companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63656) (press release: IP/21/4663)

30 July: Régime belge d'un montant de 80 millions d'euros visant à soutenir les fournisseurs d'entreprises du secteur RECA dans le contexte de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.64031) (daily news: MEX/21/4022)

27 July: Régime français de subventions salariales de 8,4 milliards d'euros pour soutenir les PME particulièrement touchées par la pandémie (SA.62999) (daily news: MEX/21/3942)

28 June: Régime français d'un montant de 60 millions d'euros visant à soutenir les entreprises du secteur de l'élevage de bovins à viande dans le contexte de la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.63564) (daily news: MEX/21/3322)

11 May: Régime d'aides français de 100 millions d'euros visant à atténuer les conséquences économiques liées à la cessation de l'utilisation du glyphosate et amplifiées par la pandémie (SA.62568) (daily news: MEX/21/2464)

6 April: €4 billion French measure to recapitalise Air France (SA.59913) (press release: IP/21/1581)

19 March 2021: La Commission approuve un régime d'aides français de 25 millions d'euros en faveur du secteur de l'horticulture touché par la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.62255) (daily news: MEX/21/1264)

9 March 2021: €2 billion French scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.61330) (press release: IP/21/815)

25 January 2021: Régime français de 200 millions d'euros en faveur de certaines entreprises affectées par la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.60965) (daily news: MEX/21/227)
2020

- 15 December: La Commission autorise une modification de 4,1 milliards d'euros du régime français de subventions salariales visant à soutenir les entreprises touchées par la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.60095) (daily news: MEX/20/2455)
- 28 July: Deuxième modification d'un régime français pour soutenir la reprise de l'économie face à la crise liée au coronavirus (SA.57989) (daily news: MEX/20/1427)
- 30 June: €30 billion French subordinated loan scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57695) (press release: IP/20/1242)
- 29 June: Régime français de 207 millions d'euros de subventions salariales pour soutenir l'économie dans le contexte de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.57754) (daily news: MEX/20/1230)
- 5 June: €5 billion French “umbrella” scheme to support research, development, testing infrastructures and production of coronavirus relevant products (SA.57367) (press release: IP/20/1016)
- 26 May: Garantie de l'Etat français d'un prêt de 71 millions d'euros en faveur de l'équipementier automobile NOVARES dans le contexte de la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.57405) (daily news: MEX/20/953)
- 4 May: French plans to provide €7 billion in urgent liquidity support to Air France (SA.57082) (press release: IP/20/792)
- 29 April: €5 billion loan guarantee by France to the Renault group to mitigate economic impact of coronavirus outbreak (SA.57134) (press release: IP/20/779)
- 24 April: French guarantee scheme for exporting companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56868) (press release: IP/20/734)
- 20 April: €7 billion French “umbrella” scheme to support the economy in the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56985) (press release: IP/20/701)
- 30 March: €1.2 billion French “Fonds de solidarité” scheme for small enterprises in temporary financial difficulties due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.56823) (press release: IP/20/556)
- 21 March: Three French measures mobilising €300 billion of liquidity support for companies (SA.56709) (press release: IP/20/503)

HR - Croatia

2022

- 17 June: €85.3 million Croatian recapitalisation scheme to support the civil aviation sector affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103028) (daily news: MEX/22/3883)
• 16 June: Amendment to Croatian scheme, including €111.8 million budget increase, to support maritime, transport, travel and infrastructure sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103135) (daily news: MEX/22/3826)

• 1 June: Commission approves €45.4 million Croatian scheme to support the civil aviation sector affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102436) (daily news: MEX/22/3409)

• 25 March: €7.5 million Croatian scheme to support the maritime, transport and transport infrastructure sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101061) (daily news: MEX/22/2151)

• 24 March: €13.9 million Croatian scheme to support fishery and aquaculture sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102126) (daily news: MEX/22/2066)

2021

• 17 December: Croatian scheme to support the maritime, transport, travel and infrastructure sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100913) (daily news: MEX/21/7041)

• 4 October: €2.7 million Croatian scheme to support the poultry sector affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64716) (daily news: MEX/21/5084)

• 5 March 2021: €400,000 Croatian scheme to support fattening pig farmers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62105) (daily news: MEX/21/1062)

• 11 January 2021: €202 million Croatian scheme to support companies in the tourism and sports sectors in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.60265) (press release: IP/21/49)

2020

• 10 December: €9.3 million Croatian scheme to support enterprises active in primary agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59815) (daily news: MEX/20/2389)

• 30 June: €80 million Croatian loan guarantee scheme for companies in the maritime, transport, travel and infrastructure sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57711) (daily news: MEX/20/1230)

• 17 June: €40 million Croatian guarantee scheme to support SMEs active in the field of culture and creative industries affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57595) (daily news: MEX/20/1125)

• 12 May: €322 million Croatian loan guarantees and subsidised loans scheme for micro, small and medium-sized companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57175) (press release: IP/20/875)

• 17 April: €4 million Croatian direct grant scheme to support fishery and aquaculture sector in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56998)(press release: IP/20/681)

• 9 April: €1 billion Croatian schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56957) (press release: IP/20/640)

• 6 April: €790 million Croatian guarantee scheme for companies with export activities affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56877) (press release: IP/20/601)
HU - Hungary

**2022**

- 11 May: [€5 million Irish scheme to support Helicopter Emergency Medical Services in the context of the coronavirus pandemic](https://example.com) (SA.102557) (daily news: MEX/22/3032)
- 29 March: [€280 million Hungarian investment support scheme towards a sustainable recovery in the tourism sector](https://example.com) (SA.101821) (daily news: MEX/22/2183)

**2021**

- 12 May: [€63.2 million modification of Hungarian scheme to support self-employed individuals in context of coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.62913) (daily news: MEX/21/2526)
- 16 April: [Commission approves €50 million Hungarian ‘umbrella’ scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.62363) (daily news: MEX/21/1803)
- 26 March: [Modifications to four Hungarian schemes to support companies in the context of coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.62250, SA.62359 and SA.62268) (daily news: MEX/21/1504)
- 17 February 2021: [Modification of 12 Hungarian schemes to support companies in context of coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.61842) (daily news: MEX/21/581)
- 29 January 2021: [€478 million Hungarian scheme to support small and medium-sized enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.60910) (daily news: MEX/21/345)

**2020**

- 10 December: [€132.5 million Hungarian aid scheme to support catering, culture, sports and accommodation sectors in the context of coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.59477) (daily news: MEX/20/2374)
- 20 November: [€145 million Hungarian recapitalisation scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.58420) (daily news: MEX/20/2191)
- 9 November: [Modified Hungarian schemes to support the economy in the context of the coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.59306) (daily news: MEX/20/2074)
- 13 August: [Modification to €100 million Hungarian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.58288) (daily news: MEX/20/1480)
- 11 August: [€143 million Hungarian scheme to support research and development and production of coronavirus-relevant products](https://example.com) (SA.58202) (daily news: MEX/20/1471)
- 8 July: [€23.5 million Hungarian wage subsidy scheme to support the aviation sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.57767) (daily news: MEX/20/1299)
- 9 June: [€155 million Hungarian “umbrella” direct grant scheme to support the economy in the coronavirus outbreak](https://example.com) (SA.57468) (daily news: MEX/20/1023)
**Hungary**

- 20 May: **€156 million Hungarian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57269) (daily news: MEX/20/929)
- 20 May: **€60 million Hungarian direct grants scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57285) (daily news: MEX/20/929)
- 19 May: **€99 million Hungarian scheme to support the agri-food, aquaculture and forestry sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57329) (daily news: MEX/20/917)
- 7 May: **€314 million Hungarian guarantee scheme to support SMEs active in the agri-food value chain during the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57198) (press release: IP/20/828)
- 29 April: **€900 million Hungarian schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57064) (press release: IP/20/761)
- 28 April: **€1.55 billion Hungarian guarantee scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57121) (press release: IP/20/771)
- 17 April: **€88 million Hungarian aid scheme supporting researchers and developers in all sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57007)(press release: IP/20/695)
- 17 April: **€1 billion Hungarian aid scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56994) (press release: IP/20/684)
- 8 April: **€140 million Hungarian scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56926) (press release: IP/20/629)

**Ireland**

**2022**

- 25 July: **€500 million Irish scheme to support investment towards a sustainable recovery** (SA.103565) (press release: IP/22/4623)
- 24 March: **€50 million Irish scheme to support the beef sector affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102196) (daily news: MEX/22/2066)
- 18 January: **Amendment to Irish scheme to support commercial venues, producers and promoters of live performances affected by coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101267) (daily news: MEX/22/425)

**2021**

- 3 December: **Amendment to Irish scheme to compensate airport operators in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.100481) (daily news: MEX/21/6598)
- 2 December: **Amendments to Irish schemes to support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.100717) (daily news: MEX/21/6549)
- 30 November: **€10 million Irish scheme to support companies active in the arts and culture sectors in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.100526) (daily news: MEX/21/6524)
27 August: €11.5 million Irish scheme to support companies active in the events sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64412) (daily news: MEX/21/4482)

5 August: Commission approves €15 million Irish scheme to support commercial bus operators in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63009) (daily news: MEX/21/4081)

22 July: €9.5 million Irish scheme to support not-for-profit entities in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58343) (daily news: MEX/21/3866)

28 May: €25 million Irish scheme to support commercial venues, producers and promoters of live performances in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (daily news: MEX/21/2744)

31 March: €60 million Irish scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62301) (daily news: MEX/21/1602)

19 March 2021: Commission approves €45 million Irish scheme to support companies active in the beef sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62293) (daily news: MEX/21/1264)

5 March 2021: €55 million Irish ‘umbrella’ scheme to support companies active in tourism or in directly related sectors in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61236) (daily news: MEX/21/1062)

23 February 2021: Commission approves €26 million Irish aid scheme to compensate airport operators in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59709) (daily news: MEX/21/804)

2020

17 December: €15 million Irish scheme to support Ireland-based inbound tourism agents affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59719) (daily news: MEX/20/2491)

19 November: Commission approves €10 million Irish scheme to support companies operating in coach tourism sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58995) (daily news: MEX/20/2162)

18 November: Commission approves €7 million Irish scheme to support commercial venues, promoters, and producers of live performances in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58562) (daily news: MEX/20/2162)

24 August: €50 million Irish scheme to support beef sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58387) (daily news: MEX/20/1520)

14 August: €26 million Irish scheme to support companies in the tourism and hospitality sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58214) (daily news: MEX/20/1486)

14 August: Irish loan guarantee scheme mobilising €2 billion support for companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57465) (press release: IP/20/1484)

3 June: €250 million Irish scheme to support micro and small companies affected by coronavirus outbreak in restarting their activities (SA.57509) (daily news: MEX/20/995)

3 June: €200 million Irish scheme to support research and development, testing and production of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.57453) (daily news: MEX/20/995)
• 21 April: Commission approves €200 million Irish scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57036) (press release: IP/20/719)

• 31 March: €200 million Irish scheme to support the economy in the current coronavirus outbreak (SA.56845) (press release: IP/20/557)

IT - Italy

2022

• 13 September: €380 million Italian investment support scheme towards a sustainable recovery in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103540) (daily news: MEX/22/5508)

• 26 July: Italian market conform scheme to manage publicly guaranteed loans (SA.64169) (press release: IP/22/5124)

• 3 August: €407 million Italian scheme to support companies of certain municipalities in the context of the coronavirus pandemic and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine (103316) (daily news: MEX/22/4863)

• 6 July: €104 million Italian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103122) (daily news: MEX/22/4364)

• 27 June: €40 million Italian scheme to support cabotage and other maritime services in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102926) (daily news: MEX/22/4193)

• 22 June: €56.25 million Italian scheme to support travel agencies and tour operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103161) (daily news: MEX/22/4002)

• 21 June: €15.6 million Italian scheme to support the tourism sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102998) (daily news: MEX/22/3966)

• 20 June: €1.7 billion Italian scheme to support investment towards a sustainable recovery (SA.102702) (daily news: MEX/22/3753)

• 16 June: €130 million Italian measure to support rail freight and commercial passenger operators affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102270) (daily news: MEX/22/3826)

• 15 June: €5 million Italian scheme to support tourism bus operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.103064) (daily news: MEX/22/3787)

• 9 June: €24 million Italian scheme to support workers’ cooperatives affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102967) (daily news: MEX/22/3583)

• 7 June: €60 million Italian scheme to support companies active in the tourism and thermal bath sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102968) (daily news: MEX/22/3542)

• 3 June: Commission approves €110 million Italian scheme to support the wedding, entertainment, and HORECA sectors in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102925) (daily news: MEX/22/3463)
• 3 June: **Commission approves €110 million Italian scheme to support the wedding, entertainment, and HORECA sectors in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102925) (daily news: MEX/22/363)

• 1 June: **Commission approves €9.5 million Italian scheme to preserve employment levels in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102966) (daily news: MEX/22/3409)

• 31 May: **Commission approves €677 million Italian investment support scheme towards a sustainable recovery in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102579) (daily news: MEX/22/3364)

• 11 May: **€698 million Italian scheme to support the tourism sector in the context of coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102136) (press release: IP/22/2803)

• 11 May: **€380 million Italian scheme to support the tourism and spa sectors in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102137) (daily news: MEX/22/3032)

• 5 May: **€129 million Italian scheme to support the tourism sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102105) (daily news: MEX/22/2869)

• 4 May: **€119 million Italian scheme to support cabotage and other maritime services in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101428) (daily news: MEX/22/2828)

• 4 April: **€2.2 million Italian scheme to support the cruise ships sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102013) (daily news: MEX/22/2294)

• 25 March: **Italian scheme to support companies active in road passenger transport by bus affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101992) (daily news: MEX/22/2151)

• 24 March: **€200 million Italian scheme to support the retail trade sector in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102012) (daily news: MEX/22/2066)

• 14 March: **Italian scheme to support companies active in road passenger transport affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101935) (daily news: MEX/22/1862)

• 1 March: **€100 million Italian scheme to support catering services operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101883) (daily news: MEX/22/1504)

• 3 February: **€10 million Italian scheme to support breweries in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101535) (daily news: MEX/22/803)

• 1 February: **€22.4 million Italian scheme to support companies holding port concessions affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101055) (daily news: MEX/22/741)

• 31 January: **€10 million Italian scheme to support companies recycling aluminium in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101313) (daily news: MEX/22/722)

• 17 January: **Italian ‘umbrella’ scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101025) (daily news: MEX/22/401)
2021

- **15 December:** €2 million Italian scheme to support management bodies of speleological sites and caves affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100724) (daily news: MEX/21/6933)
- **14 December:** €10 million Italian scheme to support entertainment agencies and tourist villages in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100722) (daily news: MEX/21/6906)
- **8 December:** €155.6 million Italian scheme to support companies in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100542) (daily news: MEX/21/6722)
- **29 November:** €400 million Italian scheme to support small and medium-sized enterprises affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100597) (daily news: MEX/21/6463)
- **18 October:** €2 million Italian scheme to support the pyrotechnics sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100142) (daily news: MEX/21/5343)
- **10 November:** €4.5 billion Italian scheme to support companies and the economy in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.10091 and 100155) (daily news: MEX/21/5881)
- **4 November:** €73 million Italian scheme to support bus operators in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64342) (daily news: MEX/21/5843)
- **27 October:** €96.9 million Italian scheme to support companies hiring female workers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100005) (daily news: MEX/21/5645)
- **18 October:** €2 million Italian scheme to support the pyrotechnics sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100142) (daily news: MEX/21/5343)
- **15 October:** €31.9 billion Italian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62668) (press release: IP/21/5108)
- **8 October:** €7 million Italian scheme to support open top bus operators in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64469) (daily news: MEX/21/5221)
- **16 September:** €1.24 billion Italian scheme to support companies hiring young workers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64420) (daily news: MEX/21/4744)
- **14 September:** €200 million Italian scheme to support companies active in the tourist-accommodation sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.6446) (daily news: MEX/21/4741)
- **20 August:** €10 million Italian scheme to support companies active in historic centres of municipalities where religious sanctuaries are present in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64357) (daily news: MEX/21/4321)
- **19 August:** €10 million Italian scheme to support the theatre and live performance sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64385) (daily news: MEX/21/4321)
- **18 August:** €43 million Italian scheme to support the sports sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64218) (daily news: MEX/21/4282)
- 16 August: €450 million Italian scheme to support large companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.64217) (daily news: MEX/21/4242)

- 2 August: €868 million Italian scheme to reduce labour costs borne by private employers in certain sectors particularly affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.63720) (daily news: MEX/21/4022)

- 26 July: €800 million Italian scheme to compensate airports and ground-handling operators for the damage suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57082) (daily news: MEX/21/3923)

- 14 July: €2.5 billion Italian scheme to support self-employed and healthcare professionals in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.67319) (daily news: MEX/21/3704)

- 13 July: €878 million Italian scheme to incentivize integration of unemployed workers in labour market in context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63721) (daily news: MEX/21/3703)

- 29 June: Two Italian guarantee schemes to further support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63597 and SA.63653) (daily news: MEX/21/3342)

- 10 June: Commission approves €25 million Italian scheme to support audio-visual production companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.63138) (daily news: MEX/21/2962)

- 8 June: €800 million Italian scheme to support companies in context of coronavirus outbreak, as well as development and production of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.62576) (press release: IP/21/2904)

- 27 May: €20 million Italian scheme to support companies active in road passenger transport affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62718) (daily news: MEX/21/2744)

- 17 May: €20 million Italian scheme to support companies managing passenger port terminals in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62503) (daily news: MEX/21/2545)

- 4 May: Increase in budget to €213 million for Italian scheme to support trade fairs sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62504) (daily news: MEX/21/2287)

- 14 April: €10 million Italian scheme to support companies operating small ships in the tourist transport sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62513) (daily news: MEX/21/1761)

- 9 April: Modified Italian "umbrella" scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62495) (daily news: MEX/21/1665)

- 8 April: €12 million Italian scheme to support art and tourism publishers and journals in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62191) (daily news: MEX/21/1665)

- 6 April: €24 million Italian scheme to support mooring companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62108) (daily news: MEX/21/1602)

- 26 March: €24.7 million of Italian support to compensate Alitalia for further damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.61676) (press release: IP/21/1423)

- 16 March 2021: €63 million Italian aid scheme to support trade fairs sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61294) (daily news: MEX/21/1201)
15 March 2021: **€1 million Italian scheme to support organisers of international sport events in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.61841) (daily news: MEX/21/1201)

26 February 2021: **€40 million Italian aid measure to support coronavirus related research and development activities** (SA.61774) (press release: IP/21/811)

23 February 2021: **Commission approves €61.4 million Italian scheme to support private employers in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.61939) (daily news: MEX/21/804)

18 February 2021: **Amended Italian scheme to support companies in Southern Italy affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.61940) (daily news: MEX/21/703)

11 February 2021: **Régime italien de 4 millions d’euros visant à soutenir les micro, petites et moyennes entreprises fournissant des services de distribution de carburant dans le contexte de la pandémie** (SA.61599) (daily news: MEX/21/581)

12 January 2021: **Commission approves modified €1.1 billion Italian scheme to support internationally active companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.60402) (daily news: MEX/21/102)

### 2020

17 December: **€370 million Italian scheme to support companies active in the congress and fair industry affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59992) (daily news: MEX/20/2491)

15 December: **Italian “umbrella” scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59827) (daily news: MEX/20/2439)

7 December: **Modification of Italian scheme to support companies active in agriculture, forestry, fishery, aquaculture and related sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59509) (daily news: MEX/20/2343)

4 December: **€625 million Italian scheme to support tour operators and travel agencies affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59755) (press release: IP/20/2310)

3 December: **Commission approves €500 million scheme to sustain business activities in historic centres of the most touristic Italian cities affected by coronavirus** (SA.59590) (daily news: MEX/20/2316)

17 November: **€20 million Italian schemes to support small book publishers and the music, recording and phonographic industry in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58801 and SA.58847) (daily news: MEX/20/2141)

16 November: **€175 million Italian scheme to support companies operating in the tourism and thermal bath sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59295) (daily news: MEX/20/2135)

10 November: **Un régime italien d’un montant de 484 millions d’euros visant à réduire les coûts salariaux au moyen de l’exonération des cotisations de sécurité sociale dans le contexte de la pandémie de coronavirus** (SA.59255) (daily news: MEX/20/2089)

14 October: **€8.5 million Italian tax scheme to support agricultural cooperatives affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58418) (daily news: MEX/20/1919)
• 6 October: **€1.5 billion Italian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak in Southern Italy** (SA.58802) (press release: IP/20/1847)

• 30 September: **€403 million scheme to reimburse costs borne by Italian companies for reducing contagion risks at workplace** (SA.58727) (daily news: MEX/20/1799)

• 17 September: **€44 billion Italian recapitalisation scheme to support large companies affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57612) (press release: IP/20/1668)

• 21 August: **€460,000 Italian scheme to support companies in the municipality of Campione d’Italia in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58300) (daily news: MEX/20/1510)

• 19 August: **€1.6 million Italian scheme to support sport associations and entities affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58208) (daily news: MEX/20/1498)

• 31 July: **€6 billion Italian schemes to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57289) (press release: IP/20/1440)

• 31 July: **€300 million Italian direct grants scheme to support internationally active companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57891) (daily news: MEX/20/1436)

• 15 July: **€1.2 billion Italian scheme to support companies active in agriculture, forestry, fishery, aquaculture and related sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57947) (daily news: MEX/20/1365)

• 8 July: **€6.2 billion Italian grants scheme to support small businesses and self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57752) (press release: IP/20/1311)

• 26 June: **€7.6 billion Italian tax schemes to support companies and self-employed workers affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57429) (press release: IP/20/1210)

• 26 June: **Régimes fiscaux italiens de 7,6 milliards d’euros pour soutenir les entreprises et les travailleurs indépendants touchés par la pandémie de coronavirus** (SA.57429) (daily news: MEX/20/1218)

• 28 May: **€12 million Italian scheme to support companies active in the agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57439) (daily news: MEX/20/970)

• 21 May: **€9 billion Italian “umbrella” scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57021) (press release: IP/20/925)

• 19 May: **€70 million Italian direct grants scheme to support companies active in the agricultural and fishery sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak in Campania region** (SA.57349) (daily news: MEX/20/917)

• 4 May: **€30 million Italian scheme to support SMEs in the agriculture and fishery sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57185) (press release: IP/20/803)

• 21 April: **€50 million Italian subsidised loans scheme to support agriculture, forestry and fishery sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak in Friuli Venezia Giulia region** (SA.57005) (press release: IP/20/708)
• 21 April: €100 million Italian guarantee scheme to support SMEs in the agriculture, forestry, fishery and aquaculture sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57068) press release: IP/20/712

• 14 April: Italian guarantee scheme to support self-employed workers, SMEs and mid-caps affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56966) (press release: IP/20/656)

• 14 April: Italian guarantee scheme to support the economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56963) (press release: IP/20/655)

• 25 March: Italian State guarantee scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56690) (press release: IP/20/530)

• 22 March: A €50 million Italian aid scheme to support production and supply of medical equipment such as ventilators, masks and goggles (SA.56786) (press release: IP/20/507)

LT - Lithuania

2022

• 4 April: €4 million Lithuanian scheme to support accommodation service providers and tour operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102324) (daily news: MEX/22/2294)

• 14 March: Lithuanian scheme, including €25 million budget increase, to support the agriculture and aquaculture sectors affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101868) (daily news: MEX/22/1766)

• 8 February: €435 million Lithuanian scheme to support the liquidity and investments of companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101400) (daily news: MEX/22/903)

• 4 January: €125,000 Lithuanian tax deferral scheme to support businesses affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100014) (daily news: MEX/22/41)

2021

• 21 May: Commission approves €6.8 million Lithuanian scheme to support pig and poultry sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62950) (daily news: MEX/21/2669)

• 9 April: €120 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62306) (daily news: MEX/21/1681)

• 18 January 2021: €156 million Lithuanian tax deferral scheme to support businesses affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60632) (daily news: MEX/21/155)

2020

• 22 December: €30 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60379) (daily news: MEX/20/2529)
- 17 December: [Modification of several Lithuanian schemes to support certain sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak](SA.60073, SA.60096, SA.60139 and SA.60266) (daily news: MEX/20/2491)

- 18 November: **€100 million Lithuanian scheme to support businesses affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58885) (daily news: MEX/20/2147)

- 16 November: Commission approves **€5 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies active in the fur farming sector affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.59345) (daily news: MEX/20/2135)

- 16 October: **€12 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies active in poultry production and processing sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58856) (daily news: MEX/20/1938)

- 6 October: **€61 million Lithuanian scheme to support research, development and production of coronavirus-relevant products** (SA.58645) (daily news: MEX/20/1831)

- 12 September: **€1 million Lithuanian scheme to support tour operators repatriating travellers in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58476) (daily news: MEX/20/1642)

- 14 July: **€47.5 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies active in the production and processing of pig, vegetable and aquaculture products affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57823) (daily news: MEX/20/1359)

- 25 June: **€50 million Lithuanian measures in support of companies operating in the travel sector affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57665) (daily news: MEX/20/1205)

- 16 June: **€59 million Lithuanian scheme to support companies active in the agricultural, food, forestry, rural development and fishery sectors** (SA.57529) (daily news: MEX/20/1111)

- 5 June: **€30.5 million Lithuanian scheme to support bovine animal and milk producers affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57514) (daily news: MEX/20/1018)

- 26 May: Lithuanian fund to enable up to €1 billion of liquidity and capital support to medium-sized and large enterprises affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57008) (press release: IP/20/943)

- 20 May: **€10 million Lithuanian scheme to support cultural and art institutions and organisations in the context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57342) (daily news: MEX/20/929)

- 30 April: **€101.5 million Lithuanian rent compensation scheme to support sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57135) (press release: IP/20/790)

- 24 April: **€5 million Lithuanian scheme for SMEs active in road freight transport affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.57066) (press release: IP/20/738)

- 10 April: **€150 million Lithuanian schemes to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56980) (press release: IP/20/644)

- 8 April: **€110 million Lithuanian guarantee scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56927) (press release: IP/20/623)
2022

- 22 April: Régime luxembourgeois d’un montant de 800 000 euros visant à soutenir les producteurs de viande porcine dans le contexte de la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.102539) (daily news: MEX/22/2649)

2021

- 18 March 2021: Commission approves €1 million Luxembourgish scheme to support pig farmers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62239) (daily news: MEX/21/1242)

2020

- 26 February 2021: Luxembourg scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61934) (daily news: MEX/21/962)
- 17 December: Luxembourg scheme to support the seed sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59944) (daily news: MEX/20/2491)
- 15 December: Luxembourg scheme to support the wine sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59945) (daily news: MEX/20/2439)
- 9 December: €1.5 million Luxembourg scheme to support the meat sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59726) (daily news: MEX/20/2357)
- 25 November: €60 million Luxembourg aid scheme to support certain companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59428) (daily news: MEX/20/2207)
- 24 November: €120 million Luxembourg scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59322) (press release: IP/20/2186)
- 30 June: €145 million Luxembourgish reinsurance scheme to support trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57708) (daily news: MEX/20/1249)
- 18 June: Régime luxembourgeois de 7 millions d’euros en faveur des sociétés de production audiovisuelle touchées par la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.57530) (daily news: MEX/20/1132)
- 29 May: Deux régimes d’aides au Luxembourg pour un montant de 260 millions d’euros en faveur de certaines entreprises touchées par la pandémie de coronavirus (SA.57304 and SA.57338) (daily news: MEX/20/987)
- 20 May: €30 million Luxembourg scheme to support investments by companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57305) (daily news: MEX/20/929)
- 8 April: €30 million Luxembourg scheme to support research and development and investments in the production of coronavirus relevant products (SA.56954) (press release: IP/20/637)
27 March: Luxembourg guarantee measure to further support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56805) (press release: IP/20/540)

24 March: €300 million Luxembourg scheme to support companies and liberal professions cover their operating costs and weather the crisis (SA.56742) (press release: IP/20/516)

LV - Latvia

2022

- 23 May: €33.4 million Latvian measure to recapitalise airBaltic in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.63604) (daily news: MEX/22/3290)
- 1 April: Latvian scheme, including €1.5 million budget increase, to support the agricultural sector affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102274) (daily news: MEX/22/2266)
- 18 March: Latvian scheme to support arts, entertainment and recreation companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101995) (daily news: MEX/22/1934)
- 7 March: Latvian scheme, including €4 million budget increase, to support small farmers affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102018) (daily news: MEX/22/1624)

2021

- 16 December: €50 million Latvian scheme to support shopping and sports centres, cultural, recreational and entertainment sites affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100694) (daily news: MEX/21/6962)
- 14 December: €64 million Latvian wage subsidy scheme in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100598) (daily news: MEX/21/6906)
- 13 December: €9 million Latvian rent compensation scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100596) (daily news: MEX/21/6884)
- 13 December: Amendment to Latvian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100596) (daily news: MEX/21/6884)
- 9 December: Amendment to Latvian scheme to support companies active in microgreen production, fishery and aquaculture sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100609) (daily news: MEX/21/6767)
- 6 December: €21.9 million Latvian scheme to support companies and self-employed persons affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100633) (daily news: MEX/21/6641)
- 13 September: €1.8 million Latvian scheme to support cattle farmers affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64541) (daily news: MEX/21/4721)
• 20 July: €650,000 Latvian scheme to support companies active in microgreen production, fishery and aquaculture sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64033) (daily news: MEX/21/3843)

• 18 June: €3.2 million Latvian scheme to support media companies in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63031) (daily news: MEX/21/3127)

• 27 May: €9.35 million Latvian scheme to support operators in the poultry sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62706) (daily news: MEX/21/2704)

• 21 May: Commission approves €20 million Latvian measure to support shopping centres in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62916) (daily news: MEX/21/2669)

• 21 May: Commission approves €8 million Latvian aid measure to support sports centres in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62917) (daily news: MEX/21/2669)

• 11 May: €6 million Latvian scheme to support companies in the arts, entertainment and recreation sectors in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62003) (daily news: MEX/21/2464)

• 19 March 2021: Commission approves €3 million Latvian scheme to support small farmers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62195) (daily news: MEX/21/1264)

• 16 March 2021: €3 million Latvian scheme to support cultural institutions affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.61769) (daily news: MEX/21/1223)

• 8 March 2021: €39.7 million Latvian measures to recapitalise Riga International Airport (SA.57756) (press release: IP/21/1013)

• 2 March 2021: €240 million in budget of existing Latvian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (A.61873) (daily news: MEX/21/982)

• 18 January 2021: €5 million Latvian scheme to support organisers of cultural events affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.60528) (daily news: MEX/21/155)

2020

• 16 December: €70.8 million Latvian scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59592) (daily news: MEX/20/2480)

• 4 August: €51 million Latvian scheme to support companies with exporting activities affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58104) (daily news: MEX/20/1444)

• 30 July: €114,000 Latvian scheme to support cooperatives active in the forestry sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58117) (daily news: MEX/20/1436)

• 27 July: €19 million Latvian scheme in support of the tourism and events organisation sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58072)(daily news: MEX/20/1418)

• 10 July: €58 million Latvian rent compensation scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57740) (daily news: MEX/20/1331)
• 7 July: Latvian guarantee scheme to support mid-sized and large exporting undertakings affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57655) (daily news: MEX/20/1289)

• 6 July: Latvian fund to enable €100 million of liquidity and capital support to large enterprises affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57409) (press release: IP/20/1272)

• 3 July: €250 million Latvian measure to recapitalise airBaltic (SA.56943) (press release: IP/20/1274)

• 28 May: €800,000 Latvian scheme to support tour operators in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.57423) (daily news: MEX/20/970)

• 12 May: €1.5 million Latvian scheme to support companies active in the agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57287) (press release: IP/20/873)

• 16 April: €35.5 million Latvian direct grant scheme to support agriculture, fishery, food and school catering sectors in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56932) (press release: IP/20/612)

• 23 March: Two Latvian schemes in the form of loan guarantees and subsidised loans for a total of €250 million (SA.56722) (press release: IP/20/508)

MT - Malta

2022

• 30 April: €200,000 Maltese scheme to support meat processing and marketing cooperatives affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102010) (daily news: MEX/22/2772)

2021

• 11 November: €800,000 Maltese scheme to support fishers affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.100440) (daily news: MEX/21/5983)

• 26 May: Maltese wage subsidies scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak, including increase in budget to €750 million (SA.62220) (daily news: MEX/21/2704)

2020

• 8 September: €1.5 million Maltese direct grant scheme to support land farmers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58306) (daily news: MEX/20/1575)

• 29 July: €67.5 million Maltese scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57961) (daily news: MEX/20/1427)

• 20 July: Commission approves €720,000 Maltese scheme to support Bluefin tuna fishermen (SA.57984) (daily news: MEX/20/1383)
• 15 July: €108 million Maltese scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58006) (daily news: MEX/20/1365)

• 6 July: Maltese public loan of up to €18.7 million to support bond issue by real estate developer MIH in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57574) (daily news: MEX/20/1276)

• 14 May: €40 million Maltese support scheme to grant interest rate subsidies to companies (SA.57163) (daily news: MEX/20/892)

• 12 May: €11.5 million Maltese scheme to support investments in the production of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.57204) (press release: IP/20/871)

• 24 April: €215 million Maltese employment aid scheme to support sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57076) (press release: IP/20/747)

• 22 April: €5.3 million Maltese scheme to support research and development related to coronavirus outbreak (SA.57075) (press release: IP/20/725)

• 2 April: €350 million Maltese guarantee scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56843) (press release: IP/20/578)

NL - Netherlands  

2022

• 18 February: Amendment to Dutch scheme, including €1.9 billion budget increase, to further support companies in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101892) (daily news: MEX/22/1248)

• 18 January: Six Dutch schemes and amendment of one scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101235) (daily news: MEX/22/425)

2021

• 9 December: Amendment to Dutch scheme, including €1.9 billion budget increase, to further support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100829) (daily news: MEX/21/6767)

• 8 November: Amendment to Dutch scheme to support companies offering special transport services in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.100306) (daily news: MEX/21/5882)

• 26 July: Dutch scheme, including €1.8 billion budget increase, to further support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63984) (daily news: MEX/21/3923)

• 28 June: €20 million Dutch scheme to support the agricultural and horticultural sectors in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63576) (daily news: MEX/21/3322)

• 22 June: Dutch scheme, including €3.5 billion budget increase, to further support companies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63257) (daily news: MEX/21/3161)
• 28 May: Amended Dutch scheme to support mink-fur animal farmers in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62816) (daily news: MEX/21/2785)

• 20 May: €90 million Dutch scheme to support SMEs in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62867) (daily news: MEX/21/2604)

• 29 April: Commission approves €40 million Dutch subsidised soft bridge loans scheme to support start-ups affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62556) (daily news: MEX/21/2081)

• 30 March: €400 million Dutch loan scheme to support companies providing package travel and linked travel arrangements in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62271) (press release: IP/21/1501)

• 15 March 2021: €3 billion Dutch scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62241) (daily news: MEX/21/1201)

• 9 February 2021: €122.5 million Dutch scheme to support companies offering special transport services in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61360) (daily news: MEX/21/523)

• 8 February 2021: €1.18 billion Dutch scheme to support SMEs in the Netherlands affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60166) (daily news: MEX/21/421)

2020

• 3 November: €1.5 billion Dutch scheme to compensate public transport companies for damages suffered due to coronavirus outbreak (SA.58738) (press release: IP/20/2026)

• 28 July: €165 million Dutch measure to support the travel industry in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57985) (daily news: MEX/20/1427)

• 15 July: €77 million Dutch scheme to support the development and implementation of e-health applications in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57897) (daily news: MEX/20/1365)

• 13 July: (SA.57116) €3.4 billion Dutch liquidity support to KLM (daily news: MEX/20/1333)

• 8 July: €25 million Dutch subsidised loans scheme to support small and micro companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57850) (daily news: MEX/20/1299)

• 26 June: €1.4 billion Dutch scheme to support small and medium-sized enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57712) (daily news: MEX/20/1218)

• 27 May: €713 million Dutch guarantee scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57397) (daily news: MEX/20/959)

• 24 April: €100 million Dutch subsidised loan scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57107) (press release: IP/20/743)

• 22 April: Dutch guarantee scheme of up to €10 billion to support the economy in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.56914) (press release: IP/20/687)
3 April: €23 million Dutch scheme to support the economy in the current coronavirus outbreak (SA.56915) (press release: IP/20/597)

24 April: €100 million Dutch subsidised loan scheme to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57107) (press release: IP/20/743)

22 April: Dutch guarantee scheme of up to €10 billion to support the economy in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.56914) (press release: IP/20/687)

3 April: €23 million Dutch scheme to support the economy in the current coronavirus outbreak (SA.56915) (press release: IP/20/597)

PL - Poland

2022

28 January: €88 million Polish scheme to support pig sows producers in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101500) (daily news: MEX/22/685)

2021

24 June: €139.7 million Polish scheme to support bus operators in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62603) (daily news: MEX/21/3221)

21 June: Polish scheme, including budget increase, to further support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62885) (daily news: MEX/21/3146)

2 June: Polish scheme to support companies in the tourism and cultural sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak, resulting in €593 million budget increase (SA.62231) (daily news: MEX/21/2825)

11 March 2021: €1.1 billion Polish scheme to further support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61825) (daily news: MEX/21/1090)

8 February 2021: €94.6 million Polish scheme to support non-governmental organisations and religious legal entities affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.611173) (daily news: MEX/21/421)

20 January 2021: €1.9 billion Polish scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60376) (press release: IP/21/152)

2020

23 December: €2.9 billion Polish scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59763) (press release: IP/20/2522)

22 December: €650 million Polish support to LOT in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.59158) (press release: IP/20/2496)
• 16 December: €39.2 million Polish scheme to support enterprises active in pig breeding sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.60060) (daily news: MEX/20/2480)

• 13 November: €264 million Polish scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57172) (daily news: MEX/20/2135)

• 13 November: Régime polonais de 40 millions d'euros pour soutenir les producteurs de chrysanthèmes touchés par la pandémie du coronavirus (SA.59382) (daily news: MEX/20/2135)

• 30 October: €13 million Polish scheme to support companies active in the wood sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58185) (daily news: MEX/20/2018)

• 21 September: €123 million Polish scheme to support companies operating in the tourism and cultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58102) (daily news: MEX/20/1724)

• 30 July: €95 million Polish scheme to support companies active in the primary agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58105) (daily news: MEX/20/1436)

• 27 July: €123 million Polish scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57726) (daily news: MEX/20/1418)

• 23 July: €2.6 billion Polish scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57452) (press release: IP/20/1402)

• 18 June: €449 million Polish scheme to support research and development, testing and production of coronavirus relevant products (SA.57519) (daily news: MEX/20/1132)

• 12 June: Commission approves €9 million Polish scheme to support companies active in the primary agricultural sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57568) (daily news: MEX/20/1063)

• 11 June: Polish recapitalisation scheme to enable up to €1.65 billion of capital support to SMEs and large enterprises affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57055) (press release: IP/20/1041)

• 25 May: €2.2 billion Polish subsidised loan scheme for large enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57306) (press release: IP/20/932)

• 11 May: €450 million Polish scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57191) (press release: IP/20/853)

• 27 April: €16.6 billion Polish repayable advance scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56996) (press release: IP/20/760)

• 24 April: €700 million Polish aid scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57015) (press release: IP/20/745)

• 23 April: €7.8 billion Polish schemes to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56922) (press release: IP/20/726)

• 22 April: €110 million Polish loan and guarantee scheme to support the economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57065) (press release: IP/20/720)
• 10 April: **€115 million Polish scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56979) (press release: IP/20/635)

• 8 April: **€700 million Polish loan and guarantee scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56896) (press release: IP/20/614)

• 4 April: **Polish scheme enabling public guarantees up to €22 billion to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56876) (press release: IP/20/596)

**PT – Portugal**  

**2022**

• 10 June: **€400 million Portuguese recapitalisation scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102275) (daily news: MEX/22/3300)

• 23 May: **€8 million Portuguese scheme to support companies in Azores in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102911) (daily news: MEX/22/3290)

• 6 April: **€800,000 Portuguese scheme to further support the passenger transport sector in Azores in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102334) (daily news: MEX/22/2361)

• 4 March: **€5 million Portuguese scheme to support companies in the Azores in context of coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102005) (daily news: MEX/22/1603)

• 19 January: Three Portuguese schemes to support companies in Azores in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.63265, SA.63546 and SA.63547) (daily news: MEX/22/442)

**2021**

• 13 September: **€500,000 Portuguese scheme to further support the passenger transport sector in Azores in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64599) (daily news: MEX/21/4721)

• 31 August: **€10 million Portuguese scheme to support farmers active in the outermost Region of the Azores affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64523) (daily news: MEX/21/4521)

• 28 July: **€275,000 Portuguese scheme to support the sugarcane-processing sector in Madeira affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64041) (daily news: MEX/21/3961)

• 28 June: **€8 million Portuguese scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in the outermost region of the Azores in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63378) (daily news: MEX/21/3322)

• 3 June: **€500,000 Portuguese scheme to support passenger transport sector in Azores in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63010) (daily news: MEX/21/2873)

• 7 May: **€22 million Portuguese scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in the region of Madeira in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62647) (daily news: MEX/21/2423)
• 27 April: €4 million Portuguese employment aid scheme to preserve jobs on Azores Islands during coronavirus outbreak (SA.61240) (daily news: MEX/21/2005)

• 26 April: €8 million Portuguese scheme to support companies in Azores region affected by coronavirus outbreak (62136) (daily news: MEX/21/1981)

• 16 April: Commission approves €150 million Portuguese scheme to support companies in Azores region affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62090) (daily news: MEX/21/1803)

• 31 March: €35 million Portuguese scheme to support companies in Azores region in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62091) (daily news: MEX/21/1602)

• 2 March 2021: €15 million Portuguese scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in Azores region in context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62023) (daily news: MEX/21/982)

• 8 February 2021: €35 million Portuguese scheme to support micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in Azores region in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61758) (daily news: MEX/21/527)

• 20 January 2021: Modification of Portuguese scheme and new measure to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60148 and SA.61209) (daily news: MEX/21/181)

2020

• 27 November: €750 million Portuguese scheme to support companies in sectors particularly affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59450) (daily news: MEX/20/2252)

• 19 October: €9.35 million Portuguese employment aid scheme to preserve jobs on the Azores Islands during the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58658) (daily news: MEX/20/1956)

• 31 August: €5 million Portuguese credit line scheme to support SMEs in the agricultural and agri-food sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak in Madeira (SA.58423) (daily news: MEX/20/1544)

• 19 June: €40 million Portuguese scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak in the autonomous region of Madeira (SA.57494) (daily news: MEX/20/1139)

• 20 May: Two Portuguese schemes to preserve jobs in the Azores Region (SA.57049 and SA.57050) (daily news: MEX/20/929)

• 17 April: €140 million Portuguese scheme to support investment in research, development, testing and production of coronavirus relevant products (SA.57035) (press release: IP/20/696)

• 8 April: €20 million Portuguese credit line scheme to support fishery and aquaculture sector in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56926) (press release: IP/20/609)

• 4 April: €13 billion Portuguese schemes to support economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56873) (press release: IP/20/599)

• 22 March: Four Portuguese guarantee schemes with a total budget of €3 billion for SMEs and midcaps in sectors especially hard hit by the Coronavirus outbreak (SA.56755) (press release: IP/20/506)
2022

- 24 May: **€300 million Romanian scheme to support agri-food entities in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102898) (daily news: MEX/22/3302)
- 25 April: **€91 million Romanian scheme to support bovine, pigs and poultry producers in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.102487) (daily news: MEX/22/2666)
- 4 April: **€1 million Romanian scheme to support airlines starting operations at Arad airport in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.100434) (daily news: MEX/22/2294)

2021

- 14 December: **€800,000 Romanian scheme to support sport clubs in the municipality of Sfântu Gheorghe in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.64591) (daily news: MEX/21/6906)
- 10 December: **€10.3 million Romanian scheme to support airport operators in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.100666) (daily news: MEX/21/6829)
- 26 October: **€358 million Romanian scheme to support small and medium-sized enterprises active in sectors particularly affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.100195) (daily news: MEX/21/5621)
- 29 September: **€1.2 million Romanian aid scheme for airlines starting regular international flights at Maramureș International Airport following the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64092) (daily news: MEX/21/4943)
- 6 July: **€1.15 million Romanian scheme to support airlines in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63319) (daily news: MEX/21/3547)
- 18 June: **€610,000 Romanian scheme to support companies active in independent cultural sector in Bucharest affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62608) (daily news: MEX/21/3127)
- 20 May: **€46 million Romanian scheme to support the activity of cattle breeders affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62827) (daily news: MEX/21/2604)
- 14 April: **€500 million Romanian scheme to support companies active in tourism, accommodation and food services as well as travel agencies affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.60650) (daily news: MEX/21/1761)

2020

- 24 November: **€216 million Romanian scheme to support small and medium sized companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.58462) (daily news: MEX/20/2203)
- 19 November: **Régime roumain de 12,4 millions d'euros visant à soutenir les producteurs de vin touchés par la pandémie du coronavirus** (SA.59520) (daily news: MEX/20/2176)
• 19 November: €1.7 million Romanian aid scheme for airlines starting or resuming operations at Sibiu airport following the coronavirus outbreak (SA.59156) (daily news: MEX/20/2176)

• 15 October: €103 million Romanian guarantee scheme to support trade credit insurance market in coronavirus outbreak (SA.58531) (daily news: MEX/20/1938)

• 2 October: €19.3 million Romanian loan guarantee to compensate TAROM for damage suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56810) (daily news: MEX/20/1822)

• 8 September: €7.4 million Romanian scheme to support companies active in the bovine breeding sector in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58453) (daily news: MEX/20/1591)

• 2 September: €47.4 million Romanian schemes to support companies active in the pig and poultry breeding sectors in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.58452) (daily news: MEX/20/1557)

• 26 August: €935 million Romanian scheme to support SMEs and certain large enterprises affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58166) (daily news: MEX/20/1528)

• 20 August: €62 million Romanian loan guarantee to compensate Blue Air for damage suffered due to coronavirus outbreak and provide the airline with urgent liquidity support (SA.57026) (press release: IP/20/1508)

• 27 July: €1 million Romanian aid scheme for airlines starting or resuming operations at Oradea airport following the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57817) (daily news: MEX/20/1418)

• 1 July: €800 million Romanian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57408) (daily news: MEX/20/1256)

• 11 April: €3.3 billion Romanian scheme to support SMEs in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56895) (press release: IP/20/649)

SE – Sweden

2022

• 24 May: Re-introduction of Swedish scheme, including €2.55 million budget increase, to support air traffic control services affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.102780) (daily news: MEX/22/3302)

• 27 April: Re-introduction of Swedish guarantee scheme for companies in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.10246) (daily news: MEX/22/2725)

• 23 February: Amendment to Swedish scheme, including €189 million budget increase, to support organisers of events affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101687) (daily news: MEX/22/1328)
2021

- 7 December: €133 million Swedish scheme to support rail freight and passenger operators affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.100464) (press release: IP/21/6395)
- 15 July: Commission approves a €5.9 million Swedish scheme for liquidity support to mink fur producers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63337) (daily news: MEX/21/3743)
- 14 July: Commission approves a €900 million Swedish compensation scheme for the damages suffered due to the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62406) (daily news: MEX/21/3725)
- 9 July: €300 million Swedish and Danish subsidised interest rate loans to SAS in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63250) (daily news: MEX/21/3663)
- 1 July: €297 million Swedish scheme to support organisers of events affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.63116) (daily news: MEX/21/3437)
- 17 June: Modification of Swedish scheme to support companies active in air ambulance transport in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63130) (daily news: MEX/21/3087)
- 16 June: Modification of Swedish rent rebate scheme to support sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak, including budget increase (SA.63162) (daily news: MEX/21/3046)
- 14 June: Commission approves €824 million amendment to Swedish scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.63263) (daily news: MEX/21/3015)
- 31 March: Swedish rent rebate scheme to support sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62272) (daily news: MEX/21/1602)
- 10 March 2021: €16.3 Million Swedish subsidised loan scheme to support air traffic control services affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61298) (daily news: MEX/21/1124)
- 5 March 2021: €5 million Swedish scheme to support companies active in air ambulance services in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61904) (daily news: MEX/21/1042)
- 12 February 2021: €1.4 billion Swedish scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60275) (press release: IP/21/583)
- 4 February 2021: €4.9 billion Swedish guarantee scheme to support economy in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.61486) (daily news: MEX/21/421)

2020

- 12 October: Two Swedish schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak and related restrictive measures implemented to limit its spread (SA.58822) (daily news: MEX/20/1891)
- 17 August: €1 billion Danish and Swedish measure to recapitalise SAS (SA.57543 and SA.58432) press release: IP/20/1488)
• 15 April: **€453 million Swedish rent rebate scheme to support sectors affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56972) (press release: IP/20/663)

• 11 April: **€455 million Swedish guarantee scheme to support airlines affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56812) (press release: IP/20/647)

• 2 April: **€9.1 billion Swedish guarantee scheme to support economy in coronavirus outbreak** (SA.56860) (press release: IP/20/579)

**SI – Slovenia** Back to TF

### 2022

• 14 March: **€44 million Slovenian scheme to support the digital transformation of the economy in the context of the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101779) (daily news: MEX/22/1766)

• 2 March: **€7 million Slovenian incentive scheme towards airlines affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.101675) (daily news: MEX/22/1524)

### 2021

• 13 December: **€4 million Slovenian scheme to support micro-enterprises affected by the coronavirus pandemic** (SA.100855) (daily news: MEX/21/6884)

• 14 September: **€10 million Slovenian scheme to support companies active in certain tourism sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64421) (daily news: MEX/21/4741)

• 12 August: **€3.7 million Slovenian scheme to support operators of cableway installations in context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64318) (daily news: MEX/21/4201)

• 30 July: **€22.8 million Slovenian scheme to support companies in various sectors affected by the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64152) (daily news: MEX/21/4022)

• 29 July: **€3 million Slovenian scheme to support the MICE sector in the context of coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64098) (daily news: MEX/21/3961)

• 28 July: **€1.4 million Slovenian scheme to support farmers in the context of the coronavirus outbreak** (SA.64098) (daily news: MEX/21/3961)

• 7 June: **€1.5 million Slovenian scheme to support potato farmers affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.63194) (daily news: MEX/21/2903)

• 26 May: **€6 million Slovenian scheme to support beef cattle breeders affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62977) (daily news: MEX/21/2704)

• 18 May: **€820,000 Slovenian scheme to support sheep and goat breeders affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62926) (daily news: MEX/21/2562)

• 6 May: **€3.6 million Slovenian scheme to support pig breeders affected by coronavirus outbreak** (SA.62686) (daily news: MEX/21/2348)
• 7 May: €3.6 million Slovenian scheme to support pig breeders affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62631) (daily news: MEX/21/2348)

• 22 March 2021: €3.7 million Slovenian scheme to support the wine production sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.62332) (daily news: MEX/21/1347)

• 18 March 2021: Commission approves €4 million Slovenian scheme to support enterprises active in apple production (SA.62223) (daily news: MEX/21/1242)

• 12 March 2021: €1.5 million Slovenian scheme to support holders of ancillary activities at farms in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.62118) (daily news: MEX/21/1183)

• 11 February 2021: €240,000 Slovenian scheme to support managers of hunting grounds affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61211) (daily news: MEX/21/581)

• 8 February 2021: €20 million Slovenian scheme to support companies active in public transport sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.61132) (daily news: MEX/21/421)

2020

• 22 December: €197,000 Slovenian scheme to support farmers and fishermen affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.60270) (daily news: MEX/20/2529)

• 21 December: €900 million Slovenian scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59717) (press release: IP/20/2511)

• 17 November: €5 million Slovenian scheme to support airlines affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59124) (daily news: MEX/20/2141)

• 30 October: €378 million Slovenian scheme to support farmers and other self-employed affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59149) (daily news: MEX/20/2018)

• 15 October: €1.5 million Slovenian scheme to support farmers and SMEs active in the agri-food sector affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58856) (daily news: MEX/20/1919)

• 14 August: €100 million Slovenian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak, as well as research, development and production of coronavirus-relevant products (SA.57782) (daily news: MEX/20/1483)

• 9 July: €222 million Slovenian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57724) (daily news: MEX/20/1317)

• 26 June: €600 million Slovenian scheme to support companies affected by the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57558) (daily news: MEX/20/1218)

• 30 April: €2 billion Slovenian guarantee and rent relief schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57143) (press release: IP/20/791)

• 24 April: €2 billion Slovenian "umbrella" scheme to support the economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.56999) (press release: IP/20/706)
**SK - Slovakia**

**2022**

- 23 March: €3 million Slovak scheme to support airlines affected by the coronavirus pandemic (SA.100438) (daily news: MEX/22/2005)

- 14 January: €9 million Slovak scheme to support bus companies in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101088) (daily news: MEX/22/391)

**2021**

- 20 December: Amendment to Slovak employment aid scheme to preserve jobs and support the self-employed in the context of the coronavirus pandemic (SA.101016) (daily news: MEX/21/7066)

- 9 September: €65 million Slovak scheme to support travel agencies in the context of the coronavirus outbreak (SA.64415) (daily news: MEX/21/4670)

- 6 August: €10 million Slovak scheme to support professional sport clubs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.64148) (daily news: MEX/21/4141)

- 21 June: Slovak employment aid scheme to preserve jobs and support the self-employed in context of coronavirus outbreak, including budget increase (SA.63294) (daily news: MEX/21/3146)

- 3 May: €90 million Slovak scheme to support operators in tourism sector in context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.62256) (daily news: MEX/21/2244)

- 15 January 2021: Commission approves €8 million Slovak scheme to support professional sport clubs in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.60212) (daily news: MEX/21/141)

**2020**

- 21 December: €100 million Slovak scheme to support uncovered fixed costs of companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.59996) (daily news: MEX/20/2519)

- 11 August: €25 million Slovak scheme to support innovative companies with limited access to credit facilities in the context of coronavirus outbreak (SA.58054) (daily news: MEX/20/1471)

- 10 July: €80 million Slovak scheme to support research, development and testing infrastructure for coronavirus relevant products (SA.57829) (daily news: MEX/20/1338)

- 18 June: €4 billion Slovak direct grant and guarantee schemes to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57483, SA.57484 and SA.57485) (daily news: MEX/20/1132)

- 16 June: €200 million Slovak rent compensation scheme to support companies affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.57599) (daily news: MEX/20/1111)

- 21 April: €2 billion Slovak employment aid scheme to preserve jobs and support the self-employed during the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56986) (press release: IP/20/707)
UK - United Kingdom

2020

- 24 August: UK subordinated loan scheme of up to approximately €16 million to support Scottish businesses affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.58205) (daily news: MEX/20/1519)

- 7 July: €110 million “umbrella” scheme to support Gibraltar economy in coronavirus outbreak (SA.57617) (daily news: MEX/20/1289)

- 11 May: €10.3 billion UK scheme to support self-employed individuals and members of partnerships during the coronavirus outbreak (SA.57152) (press release: IP/20/860)

- 6 April: £50 billion UK “umbrella” scheme to support the economy in the coronavirus outbreak (SA.56841) (press release: IP/20/603)

- 25 March: Two separate UK schemes to support SMEs affected by coronavirus outbreak (SA.56792 and SA.56794) (press release: IP/20/527)

We continue working with Member States to ensure that national support measures can be put in place as quickly and effectively as possible.